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Blue Ballot Is Snowed Under Implicates In His Confession State Elections In Massa- A Talesman Objected to Be- Practically Every Voter Came Rock Island and Central of Was Ordered to Surrender
Kansas City Business
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cause He Reads Appeal
chusetts, New York,
City But Tartar GeneGeorgia Railroads to Be
by Spanish American
'
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Reason
Time
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Up.
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EARLY
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ROBBED
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Bernalillo and San Miguel
pear to Be In Republican
Column.

Ap-

Albuquerque, Nov. 7 Early voting
indicates the blue ballot defeated by
nearly 2 to 1 vote, Bursum will carry
Bernalillo county by majority of 500.
This is not campaign talk, this is the
The Republican
way it is going.
ticket will be elected but the Democrats are making the hardest fight
they ever made, a number of Democratic votes are going for Republican
ticket straight through because in
making fusion deal down here, Democratic leaders gave so many offices to
the
Progressive element that
a straight Democrat has little chance.
Reports received in the Albuquerque
Herald office until noon indicate sudden and unexpected landslide for
His friends are getting in
Bursum.
their work now and they are etand-inby Bursum as never before.
'
Large Vest Pocket Vote.
.

g

Albuquerque,

N. M., Nov.

7

1,000.

Roswell,

in Pecos Valley.

N. M., Nov. 7

FAR WEST ONE CONGRESSMAN IN KANSAS

Republican

BQRDWELL ROLES OTHERWISE DELAYED

BY

BLUE

BALLOT MATTERS

NEAR TO A

CRISIS LOCAL TROOPS ARE AT PEKIN

Visited Spokane, Butte, Helena, Much Interest In Contest Fought Juror Also Challenged Because It Proves to Be Very CumberSalt Lake and Other
Out In Maryland
He Is Old and Talks
some and May Disfranchise
Point.
Some.
Too Much
Today.

Vote of Various Crafts Has City Has Not Fallen Into Hands
Been Against the
of Revolutionists
Thus Far.
Companies

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 7 No Action
has been taken by the police here regarding the alleged confession made
by Henry Barr at Spokane, Washington, yesterday, in which he is declared to have attempted to implicate
Barney Stevens, a realty agent of this
city, as an accomplice in a series of
burglaries in Spokane, Butte Helena,
Salt Lake and other cities.
Barr is said to have named S'.evens
as the man, who had disposed of th?
loot he (Barr) had secured, receiving

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)

therefor a share

of

the proceeds.

The ehiet of police said todav tnsit
no evidence to bear out the statements ascribed to Barr with regard
to Stevens had been secured and that
there was no likelihood of any arrests
in the case being made in this city.

At one O. H. LEACH LAND AND
ORCHARD CO. INCORPORATED.

o'clock considerably more than half
the registered vote of Albuquerque
and adjacent precincts had been cast
in the first election for state officers.
Id the city of Albuquerque a steady
stream of voters was in line in front
cf the polling places constantly durand a heavy vote
ing tip mor"!-nwas being cast.
Managers of both
parties are making confident claims
of victory in this county, but the
large vest pocket vote cast makes
it impossible to tell with any degree
of accuracy what the result will be
until after the official count.
Much
interest is being manifested in the
fate of the Blue Ballot amendment
tn the constitution. Indications are
that the vote on the amendment will
be equally as large as that for state
officers, and at this hour it is certain
that a decided majority will be returned against the amendment.
San Miguel County for Bursum.
K. Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 7.
Bright sunshine and comparatively
warm temperature caused a heavy
vote in all of the precincts of Bast
and West Las Vegas.
At noon considerably
over one
third of the registered vote had been
cast. During the dinner hour, there
was heavy voting. Owing to the manner in which the blue ballot is cast,
it is comparatively easy to make estimates in regard to the vote upon
that provision. In East Las Vegas
the vote is said to be running slightof the
ly in favor of the adoption
amendment provision. In Old Town
and throughout the county precincts,
there is a heavy vote against it. It
is expected the county will return a
substantial vote against the measure.
There is every reason to believe this
county will go strongly Republican.
The majority is estimated at about
Democratic Flood

H0MESJH

Offices at Capitol Are Practically
serted Today Everyone
at the Polls.

De-

With the exception of three or four
offices, the Capitol building looked
practically "deserted" today as the
polling places drew everyone and
every one's mind.
At the mounted police office, however, Captain Fred Fornoff was kept
busy getting information to deny reports of "a killing" in this or that
county. One of the reports was that
a candidate for state senate had been
killed in Lincoln county. Telephone
messages from that and Otero counties promptly denied the report.
At the office of the territorial sec-retary, Assistant Secretary E. F,
Coard and his assistants were kept
busy.
The governor was away, voting at
Las Vegas, but his secretary. Miss
Olsen was kept busy in her office, adjoining the governor's.
A few of the other officials visited
the capitol, saw that "business was
v
dull' and then closed their offices,
Federal Officials Busy.
There was the usual air of business
today around the federal building and
it was evident that the officials had
not "gone home to vote," probably reserving their visit to the polls for the
noon hour when they have leisure.
Court House Quiet.
The court house was practically deserted and several of the offices were
closed. Lawyers were too busy with
election affairs to file suits and ah,
yes, Dan Cupid had his arrows sharpened in vain, for the marriage license
bureau closed down, for lack of applications.
Land Entries.
The following were the land entries
in the Santa Fe land office: Jesse B.
Veasch, Isabella, Okla.; Thomas Baxter, Lucia; Thomas Sibley, Tres Pied-ras- ;
Gertrude Rodate, Wagon Mound;
Francis S. Abeytia Rosa; Teodora
Pacheco, Sapello; Julio Pacheco,
John W. Herod, Levy; Howard
H. Hubbard, Moriarty; Agapita Qum-tanAllison, Colo.; Luther M. Brog,
Riddle; S. Gutierrez, San Mateo.
New Incorporation.
Articles of incorporation were filed
today in the territorial secretary s
office by the O. H. Leach Land and Orchard Company at Fort Sumner,
Guadalupe county. The company is
capitalized at $25,000 consisting of

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) - j (py special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Local and state elections tnrougnj,os Angeles, Calit., .Nov. 7
the United States attracted eon- - j fsm conflicts between capital and
attention from voters today. nor jjke matters were pushed out of
In the East the chief interest center the McN'amara murder case by Judge
ed about the result in New York state Walter Bordwell in so far as the
Talesand city. In New York city it was court's position is concerned.
early indicated that a heavy vote man George W. Morton, 75 years old,
would be polled because of the fusion went along with tbjem, being excused
waged by the court over the protest of the
that had beencampaign
against the contra, of Tammany. The defense, who asserted that Morton's
state vote, however, was proving only disqualification was the reading
light, chiefly because of inclement of certain copies of the "Appeal to
weather in many sections of the Reason," a Socialist paper.
Morton was challenged by Assistslate. The Massachusetts election
centered about the campaign of Gov- ant District Attorney G. Kay Horton,
ernor Foss and early returns indicat- on the ground that he was of "faulty
ed a light vote. The middle west mind" and that being 75 years old
states, especially in Ohio, the voters he might not be able to endure the
displayed fair interest in the contests strain of a long trial and had shown
was
for state officers.
Balloting
garrulity. The .wide smile generally
Clarence S. Darrow's
heavy at Cincinnati, where President on Attorney
Taft cast his vote. In Toledo, the ef- face entirely faded before Horton finfort of Brand Whitlock to obtain a ished. He finally rose with seeming
fourth term as mayor, brought out a anger.
"This man is challenged because
goodly number of voters.
In Kentucky a heavy vote was in- he reads the "Appeal to Reason," he
dicated. This was largely due to the asserted.
strenuous campaign to which the vo"Because one man is not prejudiced
ters had been subjected.
against us, we must get rid of him.
the The district attorney, ho is not strongIn Virginia and Mississippi,
early voting was light. In the latter, ly enough biased against the defendthe belief was that the Socialists ant. As to his capacity to act, that's
"
made progress.
an absurdity
In the West chief .nterest centered
"That's the only question, Mr.
in the elections in California and New
ruled the court.
Mexico, in both of which the early reThe question is whether he possesturns indicated a heavy vote, espe- ses all his faculties and is qualified
cially was the case in the latter state, to act."
i
which is holding its first full state
The defense today presented what
election with nearly 1,000 candidates it holds to be further evidence
to
in the field.
show that Talesman George W.
New York in Doubt.
by his expressed opinions, is unNew York, N. Y., Nov. 7. The vote fit to sit on the jury.
in New York promises to be close and
both parties claim victory. Members
cf the state assembly are being chosIN ARABIA
en and in order to maintain their present supremacy the Democrats must
candidates in 85 of the 150
districts affected.
New York City elects a new board
of Aldermen and Supreme Court justices in the first and second-judiciaItalian Cruiser
up- - state cities Incidentally
districts. Thirty-fou- r
choose new mayors and other muni
Sinks Turkish Guncipal officers, county officers are elecboat
ted generally throughout the state.
OD
Hearst Fuses With Republicans.
In New York City, Tammany Hall
ESCAPE
faces a fusion of the Republicans and CREW JADE-GOthe element controlled by William R.
j
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of Four Hundred Near Meridian
Peking is Safe.
western New Mexico also seemed to
As for the
up Judge Mosely, a
Strings
troops that
indicate the usual Republican majoriNegro.
camp outside the city walls, ihey are
ties, although it was the Republican
but are of a type which are
tickets that suffered most from the (Bv Special LfBRfd Wire to New Mexican) Chinese,
honored by the Manchu title of
vest pocket voter who had used load
Miss., Nov. 7 "Judge" :ner mm- - because their ancestors
These
a negro, was taken from De- - ed the Manchus
pencil and stickers freely.
conquerors against
scratched tickets will hamper the puty Sheriff Brown near Lockhart, tbeir own
There is no ques-thi- s
people.
count tonight.
a
400
of
mob
about
morning by
tlon as t0 the loyaIly of th(?ge t
The negro's jTn population of the
persons and lynched.
The Election Returns.
city is without
,,, 4n
Mosely
Owing to the fact, that the Blue body was bullet riddled.
,v,rpfn,. ttituu,
LU
a
J.
with
H.
saulted
Covington,
white,
Ballot had to be marked in full sight
any serious uprising.
There are no
Lockhart
stick
at
yesterday.
disaffected troops within immediate
of the watchers, the result on it will
Provibe the first known tonight.
striking distance of the capital.
In case of emergency the Manchu
sions to receive election returns have BLACKS ARE BURNING
AND PILLAGING VILLAGES. leaders and the court
been made by both state headquarwill probably
seek refuge in the leeatinn nmrtei-ters. At the Republican
headquarIs
in
Aflame
Africa
(here or in the foreign settlement at
ters, the Telephone as well as West- Portugese Angola
With a Race Re- iTien Tsin.
ern Union, will repeat all returns dirbellion- Panic at Peking.
ect, while the Postal in the New MexG:32 p. m.) Gar- Peking, Nov. 7.
ican office will receive the returns
Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican) risoned and policed by
loyal troops
from many points along its lines. But (By
Lisbon via Frontier, Nov. 7. Sen-- the
remained tonight undis-ou- s
capital
at this time, it seems that it will be
news is received daily from Ango- ,
.
tjioed by the rebels. A genera! feel- Hearst, together with several
impossible to tell what the result has , a, the Portuguese
possession in west-i- ,
be- But Turkish Officer Is Killed as been for at least twenty-Tou- r
hours, or ern Africa. A revolt among the na- - '"g or nervousness however, was
independent organizations.
.
broke out in the
Vessel Goes
perhaps a whole week, as the task fives is spreading rapidly and the itiayea when ,, a fire
Massachusetts.
.
.
,
n,B,
t.
....
. .
of counting the ballots with thirty to
uj vini
i,uai u ui
Both Republicans and Democrats
Down.
airs uuiuiiig duu jiiiagnig ev- Ceremonies.
For a time the Chinese
names on them is stupen- ujuciis
thirty-fivworked hard to get out the vote in
in their path. The situation believed
erything
the flames were a revolutiondous, and many polling places are is known to be
Massachusetts, where Governor Foss
precarious.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) miles from railroad, telephone or telary signal for an uprising and the
is the Democratic nominee for
7
An
Italian
Nov.
Constantinople
were thrown into a panic.
the moonlit night
Lieutenant Governor Frothing-ham- , cruiser
bombarded the town of Aka-da- egraph, although
MORMON APOSTLE DIES
Demand for a Republic.
meswill
for
make
it
easier
special
Republican, opposes him. NaOF ATTACK OF PNEUMONIA.
(Arabia on Sunday, sinking the
The
National Assembly, by virtue
to
nearest
the
reach
tional significance attaches to this Turkish
telegraph
gunboat Italidj, which was sengers
of me powers bestowed on it by the
or telephone point uy tomorrow forecontest, because of the
in
port.
lying
Presiding Patriarch of Church for recent edict, formally appointed Yuan
of votes at the last state election.
The second officer of the gunboat noon.
Shi Kai premier. The question of hia
Thirty Years, and Nephew of
comes after
In Kentucky balloting
Blue
Disfranchised
Ballot.
by
was Killed but tne otners on uoaiu Many
......
,
Its Founder.
,
1.
1.
c
i- in the office was discusspermanency
is
weeKB
,
with
it
oi eaiuwx uampuiguiug ujr uuml
a
In
the cities
large vote,
s..WniipntIv the cruiser
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ed but it was decided that the assemcandidates for governor. Judge Ed - shelled
lo of the town. feared that on account of the Blue
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 7. John bly had no
ward C. O'Rear of the State Court of
authority to guarantee this
, tha AamBM
nrl Ballot, many voters will be disfran- Smith, for thirty years, the presiding
tmvnnd
lnntinn r a iwi 1:iidmuui,t
Appeals for the Republicans and slated.
chised by the polls closing tonight be natriareh nf tho Mi.rn.ni Phnreh ami
was
It
however
resolved to assure
James B. McCreary, former United
In
to
vote.
been
able
fore all have
nephew of its founder and first pres- Yuan of the
assembly's continued supStates) Senator and once Governor FEDERAL GRAND JURY
those precincts, too, it may take until ident, Joseph Smith, died here last
A close result is
port. A mass meeting was held at
for the Democrats.
DENIED ACCESS TO BOOKS. tomorrow noon or evening to finish night after a three days illness of Linan-Fin Yun-Naanticipated.
the
ana
province when
ballots
the
checking
counting
pneumonia. He was 79 years old.
a
of
series
Ohio.
demands on the governJudge A. B. Anderson Orders U. S count by the election judges.
ment was formulated. These includ
Ohio is choosing municipal officers
Precinct No. 3.
Marshall to Seize Them at Trust
was ed the establishment of a republic and
g
It
with
national
orated
: 43
flags.
11
a.
m.,
3,
throughout the state and a
In
at
No.
precinct
Company.
vote is looked for. In most
1S5 had voted out of a registration of stated that the blue ballot, despite complete autonomy for the provTnces.
Officers Assassinated.
local
issues
have
broken
instances,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) C22. The first man to vote was F. the efforts of its friends, was being
Consular reports state that several
down party lines.
snowed under in this precinct by a
Supreme Judges,
Indianapolis, Nov. 7. When Judge &ena.
officers were assassinated and accord
minor state officers and a successor A. B. Anderson of the United States
There were signs of great activity vote of 8 to 1.
to the late Congressman J. P. Latta District Court was advised that the around the
ing to foreign railroad officials the
2
m.
1015
Voted
p.
and
by
polls, automobiles
Manchu and Chinese soldiers fought
in the third district are being elected Federal Grand Jury had been denied
in
vote
the
That
the
heaviest
history
being lined up for a disa regular engagement,
in Nebraska and a heavy vote is in access to certain books of the Inter- carriages
in whici the
tance of several hundred feet. The of the city is being polled today was
prospect.
national Association of Bridge and blue ballot was being snowed under in ascertained at 2 p. m., when a rep- fatalties were numerous.
Panic at Fu Chow.
Kansas.
Structural Iron Workers, he ordered this precinct, despite reports to the resentative of the New Mexican visitShanghai, Nov. 7 The American
In the second Kansas district, a the United States Marshall to go to contrary circulated by "Progressives." ed all the polls in the city and found
that 1015 votes had been polled out Cruiser Albany will leave at once for
congressman is to be elected to suc- a Trust Company where the books
Precinct No. 4.
There is said to be a panic
The vote was Amoy.
of a possible 1100.
were deposited and take possession
ceed the late A. C. Mitchell.
No.
m.
in
4,
At 11:10 a.
precinct
among the inhabitants of Fu Chow.
as
follows:
cf them.
President Taft Votes.
175 had voted, out of a registration of
The Shanghai telegraph offices are in
Precinct 3, 323.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 7. President
521. There was very little scratching
the hands of the rebels.
315.
4,
Precinct
Taft cast the ballot that he traveled
of the tickets, it was said, and the
X NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
17, 188.
Precinct
General Wu Assassinated.
hundred
miles
a
and
several
gave up
blue ballot was unmercifully thrashHAS CHANGED TIME.
Precinct 18, 189.
Peking, Nov. 7. General Wu a hril.
day's vacation at Hot Springs to cast
ed.
The New Mexico Central
liant young military officer who was
Total 1015.
his vote today. The president voted
Precinct No. 7.
trains have changed time for
Victory in Precinct Four.
recently appointed governor of Shan
at 2,008 Maaison Road in Ward 3,
In Precinct No. 17, 124 votes had
At 2:30 p. m., 331 vote had been Si Province, was assassinated at t
the winter. It will arrive in
Precinct M, two blocks from where
been polled at 11:35 a. m. with 301 cast in Precinct No. 4, showing a o'clock this
4 p. m., and leave
at
Santa
Fe
to
used
morning. He was asleep
live.
he
yet to be polled for the total registra- clear majority of at least one hundred m ms tent at the
at 5 p. m, making close conmilitary encamn- Democratic Gains.
tion of 425. The first man to vote for the Republican ticket. The Blue ment at Shikia-Chuannections at Torrance.
when thirty
Boston, Mass., Nov. 7 Early elec
was Thomas B. Catron, the Republi- Ballot is buried under an avalanche uancnu soldiers
rushed in Dast the
tion returns from various towns show
can war horse. The blue ballot was of votes.
guard and murdered him.
Democratic gains over the figures of
reported snowed under, 5 to 1, at noon
vhen officers of the general's staff
Heavy Vote at Lamy.
the last gubernatorial election,
of
commission form
government.
in this precinct, but other, reports inWord received from Lamy this aft- arrested the Manchus, the latter statSan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 7 IndiCitizens' Candidate Victorious.
dicated that it would make a little
be- ed that Wu had
gone over the revolu
cations at noon today were that the Salt Lake, Utah, Nov 7 With an bit better run than that. Some of the ernoon shows a very heavy vote
B.
and
and
P.
that
tionaries and was secretly betraying
ing
polled,
Pankey
vote in both the San Francisco and exceptionally heavy vote cast up to
voters, in marking their blue ballot, R. II. Hanna were running ahead of the1 Manchus.
Sacramento municipal elections would 12 o'clock, indications are that Samput such a heavy mark in the lojver their ticket.
be unusually heavy.
Educated in Japan.
The weather Is uel C. Park, "Citizens" candidate will box
the ballot that the paper
Favorable at Raton.
General Wu was educated in Japan
both
in
cities and the polling defeat John S. Branford, incumbent was against
perfect
almost torn.
From Raton this afternoon, reports and had risen
has been especially heavy In the resi- and "American" party candidate for
since his re
are favorable to a Republican sweep turn to China. rapidly
Precinct No. 18.
dential districts.
He was liberal tn his
Four comMayor of Salt Lake City.
n
Colfax
in
In
18
No.
m.,
at 11:50,
county.
views and was always credited with
precinct
Supporters for the Union labor can- missioners and an auditor also will
119 had voted out of a total registraRepublicans Carry Glorieta.
didates in San Francisco have caused be elected.
sympathy for reform movements, alThe Republicans at 3 p. m. had fif- though he was not an extremist.
some concern that the vote has been Republican Gains in Massachusetts. tion 353. There was much reticence
The
way teen majority In Glorieta precinct in General, whose full name was Wu
somewhat lighter In the workingmen's
Ronton Mass. Nov. 7 Upturn for around the polls about the
sixty-fivvote
a
of
were
total
and expect
going," and when anyone
than in some of the! governor from 12 8ut of 1069 election things
neighborhoods
reported to the government
to swell it to twentyflve majority by a few days ago that he could
Charles M. Ficket districts in Massachusetts
other districts.
represent- approached the polls except by the
persuade
Rebels to accept the concandidate for
to the office ing ten small towns in the eastern regular path in which the voters tonight. The Blue Ballot is buried the Shen-S- i
stood in line, a rope was raised in deep.
stitution outlined by the National AsFrancis J. Heney, for that office at the part of the state, give:
Frauds Indicated.
last election, has claimed the Union
sembly, but at that time, a suspicion
warning, reminding one of the seaFoss, Democrat, 1310.
The
autos
labor vote.
shore.
and
unusually
Many
carriages
1940.
heavy vote in the was current that the General himself
s
Republican,
Frothinghara,
lower Pecos Valley Indicates extensive was a revolutionist. His attitude has
lined Palace Avenue.
Interest in the Sacramento election
Same towns last year:
lies chiefly In the vote on the proposOne of the autos, the Stevens-Dur-yeregistration and election frauds in
Foss, 1499.
ed new charter, which provides for a
(Continued on Page S.)
of Bronson M. Cutting, was dec- - Democratic precincts.
Draper, Republican, 1695.
e
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and Democratic managers agree Democratic majority for state ticket in
Chaves county, will be between 1,000
and 1,200.
The Blue Ballot Amend- ment will be carried by a majoriy
agreed to be about 1,700 to 1,800. At
noon a heavy vote had been polled
and the voters were waiting in line.
As the day is bright and clear, a big
vote will be cast throughout the Pecos valley with more than the usual
Democratic majority for the state
claim all
The Democrats
ticket.
county candidates will be elected by
majorities smaller than the state candidates.
Taos County.
Every indication is that the Repub- 250 shares at J100, and begins with
licans have elected their entire coun- $15,000 capital stock. The
s
ty ticket in Taos county by majoriare Oliver H. Leach ,50 shares;;
ties ranging around 275. The
Charles M. Hamilton, 49 shares; Gaity for H. O. Bursum is claimed to be briel Jones, 49 shares; H. R. Parsons,
225.
one Share; Elizabeth B. Leach, one
Latest Reports.
share, all of Denver, except Mr. Par
As the New Mexican went to press sons who is of Fort Sumner.
at 4 p. m., reports are mostly rosy for
Republican victory throughout the HEAD-OCOLLISSION OF
state.
The Democratic vote In the
8ANTA FE TRAINS.
Pecos valley is reported badly split (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
and the total majority will not ex
Ardmore- Okla.,
Nov. 7 Several
ceed 3,000.
In Bernalillo, the Repub passengers and the engineer of one
lican county ticket is said to be suf of the locomotives are reported secollision
fering because of trading for votes riously hurt in a head-oagainst the Blue Ballot and that Bur between passenger trains near
sum is running rapidly ahead of the
Oklahoma on the Santa Fe
Republican county ticket, which lat railroad today. Physicians were sent
ter appears to be elected by only a to the wreck.
very narrow margin.
In East Las
Vegas, Bursum and McDonald are run
MISSING BOY HAD
lng neck and neck, but in the Old
Town Bursum will have a good maONLY A DOLLAR.
jority.
Brother Edward, director of
Reports from Socorro indicated that
St. Michael's College, has rethe county will give Bursum more
ceived word from the relatives
than a thousand majority.
of Para William Ruiz, the missing boy who left Phoenix,
PERU EVACUATES CUSTOMS
Ariz., October 1st for Santa Fe
HOUSE ON BORDER.
and has-- not arrived yet, stating that besides his ticket he
United States of Columbia Immediatehad but $1 in his pocket when
he left home. Although posly Take Possession of
Disputed 8trio.
sessing a Spanish name the boy
(By Special Leaped Wire to New Mexican)
speaks only English. His relaWashington, D. C, Nor. The evacutives are greatly alarmed over
ation by Peru of the customs house
themystery .of his wherestation at Pedrera, near the disputed
abouts and anyone who can
territory between Columbia end Peru
should adgive information
and Its immediate occupation by Coldress Brother Edward,. St. Michael's College, Santa
umbia, was reported todajr in an ofFe,
ficial dispatch to the Columbian Iega-- :
N,M.
Uon here..
stock-holder-

A

Chicago, 111., Nov. 7 The spread of
Nanking China, Nov. 7. The vice-th- e
temperature, roads partially dried
railroad shopmen's strike to the
at Nanking committed suicide
ovt-from recent rains and an intense
of Georgia Railway and thejI1ij,n(
interest in the candidates and issues,
of a strike on ihe Rock Island!
Tne situation is serious. The vice-ar- e
brought to the polls practically every culling
manors
of only a few days,
instructions from Peking had
even
to
out
be
able
voter physically
cording lo ,1. W. Kline. President. uMhejordered him not to resist the
(hough he had to drive twenty or
Brotherhood of Black-- . tionists l.v force !,.it neaeefnllv tn nr- thirty miles to vote.
smiths and Helpers today. As to render. The Tartar general command-is:- n
Blue Ballot Delays Voters.
conditions on the Rock Island, he said,
the Manchu troops
refused to
Outside at minor disturbances here "Matters are near a crisis. The votes
obey orders. A condition of panic
and there, the usual quiet prevailed of the various crafts on acceptance i.rcvails.
at the polls, although there was con- or rejection of the proposal nr thr!
Peking Has Not Fallen.
siderable delay caused by the HI ie Company has been against the com- rekina; Nov 7. Reports that this
Ballot. At practically every polling pany's terms and this actually amounts ;,.;ty has fallen Into the hands of the
place, some individuals were handed to a strike vote."
revolutionists are without foundation.
the ballot who had never heard of it
There has been no fighting what sobefore, who wanted to study it and MADERO IS RECEIVING
ever and there is no evidence that
desired to have it explained but who,
HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS, the emperor or regent have fled.
under the law, coulu not be permitPrince Ching continues to act as
ted to take c away, and who after Mexico Quiet as if No Change in Ad- premier, pending the arrival of Yuan
more or less alteication handed it
ministration Had Occurred.
Ski Kai. Nor is there any indication
back unmarked, for fear of making a
that Peking is endangered. Foreigners
mistake.
Today demonstrated more (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! in the various legations think it will
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 7 The capi- be the
forcibly than ever, the iniquity of the
last of the important cities
ta; has resumed its normal aspect to
ballot and the meiliod of voting it.
go. 1 he presence of many Manchu
no
and there is
outward indication of princes indicates their belief that PeNo Secrecy About Blue Ballot.
The workers were out in full force the momentous change of adminis- king is the safest place in the empire.
and every automobile and carriage tration accompanying the inauguraLoyal Troops at Peking.
tion of President Madero yestvrday.
The imperial government has conwas engaged taiung voters to and
new
The
was
President
busy today centrated here all the most loyal and
from the polls. At each window sat
One of fait hf ul
two watchers and these looked on as receiving congratulations.
troops in the army and has
his first official acts was to receive
sent all the doubtful regiments
the voter had to mark his Blue Ballot the new
craftily
Honduran minister, Alberto
far distant points. The emperor's
in front of them, thus destroying all
Membrano, formerly
accredited to jto
iversonal guard is an army division
from
secrecy. It was apparent, right
Washington.
numbering 10,000 men, all Manchus.
the start, here in Santa Fe, that the
A number
of officers of the Chinese
voters
their
of
cast
great majority
first division are likewise Manchus
more MISSISSIPPI MERELY HAS
ballot against a constitution
ITS DAILY LYNCHING.jand the city police are for the most
Reports from all
easily amendable.
part members of the same race.
portions of northern, central and Mob
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The Little Store
Everyth inir

We Guarantee

Good to Fat and

Everything

J

Under the

Solitaire Brand

GROCERY
Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.
GIVE

to be as
Represented

INTER
WE

Under this Brand

REGISTER

TICKETS

WITH

GO

Telephone No. 40.
PURCHASES.
ALL CASH

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 Black.

pictures for educational and histori
cal work. Some views were taken at
the Pueblo to be presented to the picture company for approval. It is likely that the party will return again
for a more extended excursion.
Taos
Valley News.

STOMACH.

Dyspepsia, Gas, Indigestion and Heartburn Go and You Feel Fine
in Five Minutes.

Every family here ought to keep
some Diapepsin in the house, as any
one of you may have an attack of Indigestion or Stomach trouble at any
time, day or night.
This harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome a
stomach five
distressed,
minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to fill
you, or lays liks a lump of lead in
your stomach, or if you have heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
Ask your Pharmacist for a
case of Pape's Diapepsin, end take a
little just as son as you can. There
will be no sour risings, no belching,
of undigested food mixed with acid,
no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
U1
"wiug i"- me sioraacn, au-sea, Debilitating Headaches, Dizziness
or intestinal griping. This wia all
go, and, besides, there will be no sour
food left over in the stomach to poison
3 uui ureain wun nauseous ouors.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it

"vy

TOu.u .

u a.
lo
mmi
of your food and digests it Just the
same as if your stomach wasn't there.
Relief in five minutes from all stom- ach misery is at your drug store wait--

infLfr yU'

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

NO MORE DISTRESS
FROM THE

These large
cases of Pape's
Diapepsin contain more than sufficient
to cure any case of Dyspepsia, Indiges- tion or any other Stomach trouble.

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole AgenU For

4LUl!A HID.

All kinds

INTERNATIONAL

cf fit vets, gaicfen

&

STOCK

FOOD.

field seeds in bulk and packa?

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

fll

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Garnets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
ban rrancisco Mreet.

NOW IS THE TIME

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on

the floor of the Sante Fe Trail

THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

Curio

Co.

TO LOVERS OF MUSIC,

ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS

are ordering in

&

AND IS

OF THE HOUSE OF

COMPANY

N

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
car-lo-

ad

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.
E. M.

Established 1900

Veterans at Albuquerque
Praise Them for Their Interest

fV

-

Colorado City Dry.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
District Judge J. W. Shaefer at Col
That Contain Mercury.
orado City went dry by a majority of as mercury will
surely destroy the
three votes at the last election.
sense of smell and completely de
range the whole system when entering
Ran Stub Train.
it through the mucous surfaces. Such
Santa Fe train No .8, was derailed articles should never be used except
Saturday west of Albuquerque and a rn prescription from reputable physistub was run out of Albuquerque.
cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Two Boys in Jail.
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
Clinton Mooney, aged 15 years, and Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
Ralph Avis, aged 14 years, were lodg & Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mered in jail at Albuquerque, for being cury, and is taken"
internally, acting
tramps.
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. In buying
Drunk Carried Concealed Weapon.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
M. Ortiz arrested at Albuquerque
the genuine.
It is taken internally
for drunkenness, carried a dangerous and made in Toledo, Ohio by F. J.
looking knife and was charged with Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
carrying a concealed weapon.
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiMarried Yesterday.
Juan Peralta end Miss Clara Mor pation.
ris de Pino were married yesterday
at the Church of San Miguel at Socorro.

VOOVTS HACK LINE

Death of Hermene G. Baca.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular price
CttUICK'S HACK LINE
Phone

Vugglee and Mettle hereee.
THEODORE

ileek

1S2.

COtilCK,

fnf.

WITH

Wk

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER FELLOW IS TIHirrj nc
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WON'T SPOIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL
"SPOIL" SOMETHING
YOU'VE
BORROWED.
"A
SURE SHOT" WHE N YOU BUY YOLi ARMS AND AMITS
MUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

Edward A. Mann, for their SDlendid
appeal in favor of Comrade Steward's
resolution.
Be it also resolved, that a vote of
thanks be extended to our delegate
in Congress, Hon. W. H. Andrews, for
his untiring work in behalf of all com
rades, and especially .n securing pen
sions for the veterans of the Civil
War and for their widows.
Resolved, that this resolution be
spread on the minutes of this meet
ing, and that copies be sent to Comrade Steward, to Hon. i nomas B. Cat
ron, to Hon. Edward A. Mann and lo
Hon.

14.

If

Its Hardware We Have

It

Phone 14

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North .South
Bounds Trains.

Phone,
Bl'k,6619

GORMLEY

Pennants for Decoratio
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTC
in State Colors for 65c.

V. H. Andrews.

G. A. R.

as follows:
Be it resolved, that we, the memDers or the U. K. Warren Post of
AROUND THE STATE
the Grand Army of the Republic, ex
tend to Comrade H. B. Steward our
sincere appreciation of his efforts in
Marriage License.
A marriage license was issued on getting the resolution to support the
Saturday to Lola Love and Harvey Sherwood bill as proposed to be
amended by the Grand Encampment
Steele.
of the Grand Arany ot the Republic
adopted as part of the platform of
Marriage License.
At Albuquerque, a marriage license the party of Fremont, of Lincoln and
was granted Jacobo Yrissarri and Al- of Grant the party that has always
berta Stateson.
honored the old soldier stood for his
cause and upheld the work he has
done.
Engineer Seriously Hurt.
Resolved further, that we thank
Engineer James Crystal was seri
ously hurt in e rear end collision thir- the Hon. Thomas B. Catron and Hon.
ty miles west of Gallup.

Hermene G. Baca, who has served
Albuqurque, New Mexico in various public offices at Socorro.
died last Thursday. The funeral ws
Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
from the Methodist church at Escon-did-

Ulul

JOSEPH PHILLIPS,
Post Commander.

R. J. CRICHTON
I
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL
333 HICKOX STREET,

men

32--

in the Old Soldiers.
"The man who wins is the man who
stays
a
Phone Black In the unsought paths and the rocky renAt regular meeting of G. K. Warpost, No. 5, of the department
ways
45
And, perhaps, who lingers now and of New Mexico of the Grand Army,
held here last night,
resolutions
then,
thanking Comrade H. B. Stewart for
To help some failures to rise again
his
efforts in behalf of getting a resoAh, he is the man who wins."
lution to support the Sherwood bill
"And the man who wins is the man incorporated in the Republican party
platform, and thanking in warm
who hears
The curse of the envious in his ears, terms Hon. T. B. Catron, Hon. EdBut goes his way with his head held ward A. Mann, and Hon. W. H. Andrews for their good offices extended
high
And passes the wrecks of the failures to the veterans, were passed.
The resolutions expressed in glow
by
For he is the man who wins."
ing phrases the regard felt for these
men by the Grand Army. They were

" The Quality Coal."

irt'JL

;

THE MAN WHO WINS.
erteen inches in
The man who wins is the man who from the orchard of William
McCoy
works
ion Wolf river. MrPnv haa true
The man who toils
while the next of them, it i
nt
th
man shirks;
Woif river applg wiU be exhibited at
The man who stands in his deep dis- - the apple show
here, for although
'ress
100 boxes Of chnire stweimon. hmo
With his head held high in the dead-- j been packed to
ship, they will prob- amy not arrive in time to be shown.
yinoo
j
Yes, he is the man who wins."
As they have to be taken 100 miles
5' waSn before
they can be sent by
,
'The man who wins is the man who rail, they will not arrive in Denver
knows
probably before November 16 or 17.
me vaiuc ui pam ana me worm ui Hocky Mountain News.
woes
Who a lesson learns from the man
ANDREWS, CATRON AND
who fails
MANN ARE PRAISED.
And a moral finds in his mournful
wails:
Yes, he is the man who wins."

nnr

Fell Over Cliff.
Covered with Eruption to Back of
John Dobbin met wltn a remarkable
Ears So They Hardly Knew What
and dangerous accident out in Water
He Looked Like. UsedCuticura
Canon last Sunday while on the moun
tain side with a young man named
Soap and Ointment. In 4
Hughes. Mr. Dobbin walked to the
Weeks Face Fine and Clean .
edge of a cliff, called to his compan
ion to come and see something that
"Our little boy Gilbert was troubled
had attracted his attention, and Imwith eczema when but a few weeks old.
and
over
fell
mediately toppled
the
xi 13 little face was
covered withsoreseven
brink. Young Hughes had to go a
back of his ears.
to
considerable distance round to reach
The poor little fellow
the victim of the accident. When he
suffered very much.
The sores began as
reached the foot of the cliff he found
pimples, his little face
Mr. Dobbin lying unconscious
with
was disfigured very
his face in a pool of water, where he
much. We hardly knew
what he looked like.
could have drowned in a very few
The face looked like
minutes. He was soon revived suffiraw meat. We tied
little bags of cloth over
ciently to walk with young Hughes'
his hands to prevent
help to his cabin. He remained there
him from scratching.
until the next day.
He was then
He was very restless
at
down
to
Socorro by Dr.
brought
night, his little face
itched.
Henry Rolf Brown and A. M. Skinner
and placed in the hospital. Socorro doctors at Chicago, where we resided at that
time. After trying all the medicine of the
Chieftain.
two doctors without any result, we read of the
Cuticura Remedies, and at once bought the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Following the
The Land of the Big Apple.
directions
and promptly we saw
Down in Azt
N M
bak, ftn the result, carefully
and after four weeks, the dear
'apple for Dreakfast t0 serve a famU child's face was as fine and clean
as any little
0. four. For down ,n Azteo the forbid. baby's face. Every one who saw Gilbert after
the
Cuticura
Remedies was surprised.
den ruit of the garden of Eden grows using
He has a head of hair which is a pride for any
t0 almost tne Blze of a pumpkin Mrs. boy of his age, three years. We
can only
Ptrlina Davis, a recent
traveler recommend the Cuticura Remedies to everyMrs.
body."
H.
(Signed)
Albrecht, Box 883.
through New Mexico, brought an apple West Point,
Neb., Oct. 26, 1910.
into the News office from Aztec, which
Cuticura
Although
Soap and Ointment are
js now on exhibition in the window sold throughout the world, a liberal sample
of each with
book
the skin will be
of the News.
The apple weighed a sent free, on application on
to Potter Drug i.
pound and a half, and measures sev- - Chem. Corp., Dept. 14B, Boston.

nti

WHOLESALE

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1911.

Attest:
J. G CALDWELL,
Adjutant.
The resolutions were introduced hv
Colonel Edward Johnson, department
patriotic instructor. At the same
meeting, Joseph PhilliDS. a nrominent
fir-irin the Grand Army endeavor,
resigned his position as post com
mander, on account of the lack of
time to devote to its work. His rea- ignation was reluctantly accepted.
The post unanimously elected Mat- thias L. Custer to fill out the unex
pired term of office.

Appropriate

Novelties

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celeb

at short notice.

Etc., furnished reasonable

j

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

II T4

I

1

II

II 7

4

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
111
iAll

WltiHc
A.BAmU43

fZruia
WSftM

exf

Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Fruit Cake

(Awfoe by Mrs. Maw? J. LbteoM
Mix four cups sifted pastry flour, one
level teaspoon soda, two level teaspoons
mixed spices (except cloves),
level teasDoon salt mnA Iva mines aaxArA
and quartered raisins. Add also one- naif cup nuts chopped fine, if you like.
lf
Blend
cup Cottolene with one
cup brown sugar and one cup white
sugar, add one cup molasses, one cup
milk and then the flour mixture. Beat
well and bake in two pans.
You will find this fruit cake as light,
moist, flavory as any you ever made
.
with K.f0i
Vn. sn.M
by using Cottolene the perfect shorten
ing.
one-four- th

Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

WATER CO.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LL0S

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Imperial Laundry

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. A S. P. Depot.

ror Best Laundry Work

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
No. 23.

Improved and untaproyed City Property, Orchards
and Rincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

PAR

Phone, Red No. 2

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

lUu

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

RED 122

C Al P
OAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

Phone ub, we will be glad to eall tor
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays aad
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Leave Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bouno train and arrlvet at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Moving Pictures of Taoe.
Frank Carroll, of Boston, Ed. Kull Taoe at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
of Chicago, and Fred Weller, were in
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Taos this week, representing the Selig way. Good covereo tucks and
Short Orders at All Hours.
good
Film company of New York. The ob- teams. Fare $5.00 round
trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ject of the visit was to look into the furnished commercial men to take In
advisability of having some pictures the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
of Pueblo Indian life put into moving Station.
New York Chop Suey 60c.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

one-ha-

Phone Red

1

waierr

wny lmpuri mineral
;

1

,

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

c&L,Phone9

Whei in Weed of Anyflifnr
in the LIVERY WL
Drivers Furnisbed,

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don

Oaspar Ave.
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WHEN

HER BACK ACHES.

PROFITS

Finds All Her Energy and
Ambition Slipping Away.

A Woman

MANY F

III

on

iitis

Eli GROWING

PAGE THREE

M.

United States produi-.-.nearly one'U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
half of the total world's output.
jon the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
In steel production in i:tin l'ennsyl-- j
Claimant names as witnesses:
vania led ail states, with 1,207,533
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sando-lon- g
tons and Ohio came second withjval, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Ur-050.608 tons.
The total induction ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
of the I'nited States was :fi,0!)j,fti&
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
tens. A copy of Mr. Hun hard's re- Register.
port "The production of iron ore, pig
iron and steel in 1910" may be ole
LOAD.
A MAIL CARRIER'S
tained on application to the Director ems heavier when he has a weak
of the I'nitrd States Geological Sur- i.ack aml kif!Rey Irouble. Fred Deuh-ve- y.
Washington, D. C.
Mail Carrier, at Atchison, Kan,
bothered with
"I have been
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
kidney and bladder trouble and had
la severe pain across my back. When-U- .
Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. ever I carried a heavy load of mail
Some
Oct. 14, 1911.
:ny kidney trouble increased.
Notice is hereby given that Bonifa- - time ago, I started taking Foley
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on Kidney Pills and since taking them
Nov.
made Homestead, I have gotten entirely rid of all my
12. 1911,
for SE
Section 33, kidney trouble and am as sound now
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. as ever."
For sale by all druggists,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es- If you want anytlitng on
tabiish claim to the land above de-- l
try
New Meyican Vaut Ad.
scribed, before Register or Receiver

thf

ANSWER

KU
Santa Pe women Know tow the
aches and pains th?.t come when the
kidneys fail make life a burden. Backheadaches, dizzy
ache, hip pains,
Many Companies Pay Divid- Dr. Gray Persuades Them to
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
Attend the Irrigation
of
warn
you
ends and Encourage Fake
tell of sick kidneys and
the stealthy approach of dropsy or
Congress
Enterprises
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
are for the kidneys only. They attack kidney diseases by. striking at BIG RETAIL COIL MONOPOLY NEW MEXICO'S SPECIAL TRAIN!
Here's proof of it in a
the cause.
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, Colin Dynamiting Soil Colonel W. S. Hopewell is Planlege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: Experiments
Kidning Excursion to the
Prove the Most
"Several years ago I used Doan's
Windy City.
ney Pills and I was cured of a bad
InterestingAt that
attack of kidney complaint
time a statement appeared in the loEvery mother should be careful
Chicago, 111., Nov. 7. Seventeen
Chicago, Nov. 7. Big profits actual-cal papers, telling of my experience
have stated their intengovernments
the children take their baths
that
the
!n
in
rubber
growing
realized
and I now take pleasure in confirmhave started a new tion of being officially represented at
this
year
theit
was
in
tropics
said
then
that
all
in
warm room.
chill of a
ing
stock jobbing concerns the Nineteenth National Irrigation
praise. I had pains in my back that crop of wildcat
December
in
mine
Chicago,
Congress
cold room is dangerous after commade it difficult for me to stoop and in Chicago where the wildcat
industries have next, so stat'S Dr. E. McQueen Gray
there were other troubles which plain and the
hot water.
ing out of
secreof late. Shipments of rub- - of Albuquerque, N. M.f foreign
ly showed that my kidneys were at languished
Perfection
Smokeless
Oil
The
governHeater
of
A
the
bathroom or bedroom
congress.
brings
tary
a
miu
number oi uuuiiauuuis
Tslephe Hc4 IS and kave
Soon after I began 4 taking Der Dy
fault.
their intention to
to just the degree of warmth you want in five or ten minutes. All you
improvement were planted during the great rubber ments signifying
yottr Titers delivered.
Doan's Kidney Pills,
bav-twhave to do is to touch a match.
paricipate are:
was noticeable and the contents of 'boom in London two years ago
The Perfection Healer bums nine hours en one filling and is
kid- - ing been designed for
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Coboxes, not only restored my
have lumbia, Costa Rica, Germany, Guatealways ready for use. You can move it anywhere it is needed.
neys to their normal condition but 'and not stock selling purposes
lm MM an ooesktf to tkc thirsty nmmcttof east mi iwitkf
There is no waste of fuel and heat wanning unoccupied rooms.
Mexico, Uruguay,
also removed the pain from my back. begun to make the wildcat promoter mala, Honduras,
The situation in Chicago Panama, Peru, Russia, Salvador, NicJust the heat you want, when and where you want it.
I am glad to say that during the time envious.
9SSm ALE, WILD CHERRY, LESION SODA, IKON SKEW
The Perfection is fitted with an automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader
that has since passed, my cure has and New York is similar to that in- aragua, Venezu la. This is the largbeKSST BEQ, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
will
be
dividends
London
where
x x :
of
est number
that prevents the wick being turned high enough to smoke and is
foreign governments
been permanent."
and
back
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 gun this year by English companies which have ever participated in a
when
remove
to
easy
drop
cleaning.
Co., Buffalo,' and syndicates which planted rubber National Congress and bears effective
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Drama finished either in turquoise-blu- e
enamel or plain steel ; light and ornaThe
Mexico.
Brazil
and
United
.in
the
influence
for
Ceylon
to
international
sole
and
the
witness
agents
durable
suitable lor any room in any house.
New York,
mental, yet strong
AlfcfakiMdtfMi SANTA FE BQTTUK6 WCSIS
wildcat companies are now aeiunei which the National Irrigation ConDealers ererywbere ; or write to
States.
fitteietf water
any agency of the
Proprietor.
or
and
has
and
moribound
Doan's
experience
Remember the name
gress exercises throughout the whole
consome
of
the
legitimate
taught
world. The delegations from several
take no other.
(Incorporated)
cerns severe lessons, the net result o these countries have already been
of which has an increasing investment
to
Notice for Publication.
the
on
are
their way
in the rubber district of southern appointed
United States for the purpose of takDepartment of the Interior,
of
wild
abandonment
the
proMexico,
XJ. S. Land Office et Santa Re, N. M.,
ing part in the meeting.
jects in South America behind the AnOctober 24, 1911.
China is to be represented by her
Notice is hereby given that Cres- des and a steady improvement in newly appointed minister Mr. Sze;
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
rubber-growinin
east.
the
has
far
It
on
N.
M., who,
cendo Roibal, of Pecos,
and the representatives of Russia and
is
been
rubber
discovered
Para
that
9886.
"The West Point of the Southweit"
Sept. 4, 1906, made Hoaaestead
are already in the United
Sec. 2 equalled in quality by the Castiloa Germany
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but it is expected that a
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for one of oil
A five foot body of ore was brought
plate and
tion to make Final five year Proof, to self to cocoa
borThrough Academic course, prepargrowing because of the strong delegation will cross the
to light in an uprais on the 500 foot engines will arrive at works about the ing young men for college or business
eF.biisii claim to the land above desto
Dominion
take
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from
part
prompt and regular returns secured
level of the Snake mine last week. middle of this week. The balance of life. Great amount of open air work.
cribed, before Register or Receiver U. with little labor. One
syndicate of in the Irrigation Congress.
The ore can be traced 200 feet along new machinery will be rushed out Healthiest location of any Military
S. Land ufflce, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
From New Mexico.
prominent Chicago men lost a fortune
the level. One huge block of oro the from- Silver City as fast as possible.
in the
the 5th day of December, 1911.
in attempting to transport Para rubChicago, 111., Nov. 7. State dele- veight of which Is estimated to be ten Lost week 742 tons of ore were treat- School in the Union. Located
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beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
ber from the headwaters of the Ama gations to the National Irrigation tons, has been disclosed.
Assays from ed. Bullion product for second
of the West at an elevation of 3700
Plutarco Armijo, Viriginio Quintana, zon over the mountains to the west Congress at Chicago December
clean-uin October was 9,240 ounces feet above sea level, sunshine every
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M, coast of South America. Other loss next are coming on special trains the ore gave returns of over six and
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Mr. Moffett is very centrates were shipped for the period. season.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ber culture where the temperature or most elaborate plans at present are much elated over the
showing of ore
At the Oaks' Company the new
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Register. soil made rubber growing
impractical. those of the New Mexico delegation.
he now has in sight and predicts a shaft has been sunk twelve feet at
the all graduates from standard eastern
Rcbert J. Kerr, a Chicago attorney
Colonel W. S. Hopewell writes to bright future for the mine. A few
north end of the Pacific mine and tim- colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
who is an authority on Mexico, in re- the Congress Headquarters here from
days ago some evil minded person or
porting to a syndicate fixed a conserv- Albuquerque, N. M., that a special persons went to the pump station of bering the south shaft has been start- furnished, heated, lighted and modern
ed. At the Deadwood Mines a start m all respects.
ative figure of three pounds of rub- train has been, arranged for, to be the Statehood Mines
Department of the Interior,
and was made last week on
Company
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. ber per year per tree as the produc called the NEW STATE
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
handling cus- which
train,
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carry
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Notice is hereby given that Juan ing into bearing. On this basis 100.000
3. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
to the number of ever Manager Moffett had the neces- ing the interval of pushing mine deCongress
Irrigation
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who, trees are now yielding a profit of $250,- - two or three hundred.
velopment in lower levels. At the
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
sary material on hand to make imme- Treasurer
on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes .ead No. uuo and that figure will increase rapCo.,
Mining & Reduction
and W. A. PINLEY.
will leave New Mexico diate repairs and was not long In
This
train
NW idly and prodigiously
NE 4 and E
07969, for W
For particulars and illustrated
as the trees in time to visit New York and Wash putting the pump in thorough work the president of the company has
been on the ground for two weeks,
Section 14, Township 15N, Range become greater in age and size.
address:
ington and return to Chicago in time ing order.
during which period the final survey
HE, N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
COL. JAS. W. WILL-SON- ,
for the Irrigation Congress and the
Dynamiting the Soil.
Lincoln
county.
for gravity wire rope tramway was
Intention to make Final
What blessings follow powder mill Land Show here, after which the
John H. McCutcfccn, the owner and made. While Vto establish claim to land above
will be determined at Pleas- party will disband and the members
disasters
manager oi
gene- described, before Register or Receiver ant Prairie as a
ing ample power to operate both mine
sequel to the calamity return home as they prefer.
in i.qNVCitr'-thountainsproperties
and mill. A steady production is be- U. S. Land Office it Santa Fe, N. M., in which lives and
From Other States.
sudwere
property
Lincoln county, states that he is work- ing maintained. At the
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
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that
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on ore all the time, that the ore & Copper Co.. ore is Mogollon
heinir
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broke ' windows in Chicago and for NEW STATE train will carry ban ing
carrying some copper. The live'red daily to the Deadwood inilL
Gonzales, Fernandas Gon- many miles around.
Agricultural ex ners endorsing the National irriga
is cerrusite, ana was strucK at a from tnc Little Charlie
zales, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N. perts are testing the merits of the tion Congress and w believe it will leaa
depth of 75 feet. Also that C. M.
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
lron and steel
claim that dynamite is as useful on be of great benefit to the Irrigation Ryan
and Tom DuBois are developing j
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the farm as plows if the sub-sos im- Congress, the new state of New Mex a
The iron antt stel industry in the
on the west
very
prospect
promising
Register.
pervious to water. According to the ico and the development of the West side of the Gallinas mountains, a lead United States broke all previous rec- claims of dynamite makers the treNebraska is another state
sulphide and flour spar carrying values ords m 1910 according to Ernest F.
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tion Association meets in Bridgeport cutting the vein exposed in a shaft and tne stel production,
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BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE.
certainly is not any better, even
It is with relief that the editor turns though he has the excuse that he must
from the clash of political battlo to the do it because the other side practices
more quiet but equally as important the same sort of a thing.
As a matter of fact, however, the
As the capisubject of city building.
tal of the new State, Santa Fe must New Mexican is certain that the
of voters with money and
make itself a city beautiful, sanitary
and prosperous, so that when the bells whiskey is practiced far less than
toll in the year 1925, the limit set by street reports would indicate. The
Enabling Act and Constitution, to the Republican party in its platform has
closed season lor those who would declared unequivocally for campaign
go gunning for the capital, Santa Fe publicity and legislation that will put
will be able to hold its own against the last remnant, the last subterfuge,
of vote buyers and vote sellers out of
any comer.
William R. Griffith of Xew York, business or behind penitentiary walls.
member of the United States Civic
Associations, who has been In Santa
. TURKEY AND ITALY.
Fe to address the Board of Traie on
To Adjutant General A. S. Brookes,
,the very subject, sends the New Mex- the New Mexican ewes' a statement of
ican a ' clipping calling attention to
the Land Show at New York and ur- the comparative' military andthenaval
war
of Italy and Turkey,
ges Santa Fe to be represented there. strength
between which, is approaching a
'
He writes:
The total war
. in ... Tripoli.
"I trust, I shall see. good, old Santa crisis
Between half a milFe well represented ' and featured at strength of Italy is
lion and 600 000 men with 1,200,000
such a show; for it would be an exavailable for duty but unorganized.
cellent idea to have its advantages
has 420,000 fighting men but
shown at all such shows here, com- Turkey
the men available for emergency are
as
attendance.
manding
they do, large
Italy's naval strength is very
"What a fine send off it would be to 920,000.
much greater than that of Turkey. The
a
Santa Fe if at such exhibitions
is manned by 1,893 offliberal and exceptionally convenient Italian navy
icers and 28,500 men, and includes
and handsome
could
be
city plan
modern battleships, three old
shown and to be able to say thiit the eight
seven armored cruisers,
battleships,
city will grow around such a plan as fourteen
cruisers, thirteen
protected
it develops, a plan uniting by fitting
detwenty-on- e
streets or avenues the entrance to the torpedo gunboats,
first class tor
stroyers, thirty-seve- n
,
from
the
railroad
stations
city
old boats, and
bodats, fifty-fou- r
where I am sure the railroads can pedo
seven
has only
Turkey
be induced to beautify the section
inferior battleships, three top
eight
under the advice of a landscape archigunboats, eight destroyers, fourtect with the Capitol and the differ- pedo
teen
boats and a variety of
ent sections of the city, not forgetting small torpedo
gunboats.
to feature prominently the Santa Fe
Trail as the main entrance.
New
No matter what the result of toMexico and Santa Fe can make a lot
of profit from that historic roadway day's election, acknowledgment must
and constitute it a permanent asset be made of the splendid work of the
ta the way of a producer of popula- officers of the Territorial Central and
Executive Committees.
Chairman
.
tion.
..y '
"The Sena Drive and the Scenic Venceslao Jaramillo, Secretary HerHighway would also be well connect- bert B. Clark and Treasurer Solomon
ed with the city plan and highways Luna and their aides, not forgetting
mapped outitq start toward, the other W. F. Brogan who had charge of the
chief suburban attractions of which press work, have conducted, a clean, a
scientific campaign.
They have laid
Santa Fe has many.
"Of course, the actual development the foundation for permanent com
would be a gradual process, but by mittee work, such as should further
laying down the lines new buildings Republican party affairs not only dur
could be made to conform to a con- ing the brief campaign period but at
and the all times. In fact it is dangerous to
stantly bettering lay-obenefit
and
great
improvement would let all preparation for a campaign un
bo soon
Conservatives til the few weeks before election. The
apparent.
would be surprised to see how soon preliminary work is as important as
Santa Fe would become a place of is the final attack and often the final
wide renown.
How easily then attack can not be made as intelli
would come the desired elegant tour- gently as otherwise, because the pre
ist hotel and how soon the flow of liminary work had been neglected.
population would
largely increase- making other desired improvements
and facilities easily possible.
"I trust I may say to you to dwell
too on this subject, on which I have
talked to citizens of Santa Fe in the
past, but from my experience in the
of
study of prosperous development
cities and communities in this country
and in Europe, I can see so plainly
the splendid potentialities of Santa
Fe, if intelligently, handled and right
now is the time to commence hsfm
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BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

UNDERDONE

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange" and makes telegraphic
'
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
.liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bankexecutes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Ad Writing but Superlatives
Avoided.
An advertiser, In exploiting his ammunition of publicity, must occasionally see that the problem to be encountered is not dissimilar to thai of
an artistic chef, or head cook. v He
can, in other words, overdo his business, or fall short of success in his

ng

money-transmitti-

(

Story.

There are always things to be said
that must or can be aptly presented;
and that, really, In almost all cases
can be made profitably convincing.
To leave these out, for negative or indifferent considerations, is to destroy
tne pith and power of your advertise-

ment.
In other words, a business story
must not omit the essentials to its
full appreciation. A writer who pays
and toils to get a message to its destination should naturally desire to
have It get there. But It does not get
there if there are qualifications to its
statements, or inducements left out
The "underdoing" that is Justifiable
Is that which presents the worth of
gold, and yet does not describe It as
anything more than silver. For to
have the public find out, when you do
It, that you are giving better than
you promise, is to draw them to the
store and attach them to you with
hooks of steel.
.
This shunning of the "superlative"
It la not possibly, hardly to
Indeed, I advise ever, advertiser to read Emerson's very brief essay on "The Superlative" before he
sits down to describe what he proposes to do in a business way..
The superlative is apt to overdo and
undo what it attempts if the one who
Invokes it does not have a stable and
sane mentality. It is apt to be pomp
ous and declamatory rather than arg'i
mentative; to swagger and put on
airs; and to say the thing it wishes in
have believed instead of reporting colorless truth, and ail this works for

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

Essentials Should Not Be Omitted In

OFFICERS.
R.

J.

President.

PALEN,

J.

Cashier.

B. READ,

L. A. HUGHES,

F. McKANE, Assistant

Cashier.

4 5?

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

OS

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think Abowt It!
I

--

Then Act !

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

?

GENERAL

:

AGENTS,

:

SANT.

:

e

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

detriment

But equability of utterance, It may
be said, is hard to command. Still, It
has the power to bring the exact truth
on your side. It is likely, too, to be
accompanied by brevity and an appealing manner. Its argument, or the
substance of It, is: "I don't claim to
have the best of everything going, to
never make mistakes, or to be ths
only one in my field and territory,
For there are others. I only, say, try
me and what I have te offer, and I
hink you will find all you ask."

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings;

Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
W2 solicit

a liberal share

Specifications, Etc.

:

T""'r- -

COJMTVA

N". 11.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

Of your patronage.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black 33166.

COGITATIONS.
By EDWirTLT BARKER.

knock a competitor ts to adver-- ;
i his
strength.
alesmansblp is the science of piac- two articles where there was only
one before. And. advertising directs
salesmen to the place.
A poor ad can use lust as much
space as a good one. Before contracting for space, contract for an ad writer who can fill the space full up. '
The thing we read about today is
the thing we buy tomorrow.
Printers' ink is mightier than a
standing army.
We remember what we smile over.
Put a smile into your advertisement
and have it remembered.
Price has Its place, but it never
takes the place of qalit . ii
Better be "just out" than 4 force
"something just as good." The one
loses a sale, but the other loses a cusTo

s.

uuu.v.

RIVERA.
..voouk-TELESFO- RO
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS FIRST DISTRICT, GEORGE KINSELL;
SECOND DISTRICT, JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO; THIRD DISTRICT, ESQUI-PUL,
JIRON.
COUNTY SURVEYOR BENJAMIN HILL.

A

lieves that there are many Republicans who conscientiously believe the
other way. The New Mexican is not
one of those papers that believes that
the people of New Mexico must be
protected against themselves. Its opposition to the Blue Ballot, was on

SOME MISTAKES.

It is easy to criticize, easy to find
fault, and yet, the New Mexican is
triconvinced that the Republican
umph would have been greater and
would have come easier, if the New
Mexican's advice before the campaign
of economical expediency, behad been accepted more fully and grounds
cause it believed that the first and
more thoroughly than it was. The
of a new state is
New Mexican realizes that it is diffi- agreatest necessity
stable
government.
cult to break away from the old methThe ugliness "of the race issue was
ods, the old shibboleths, but it is al- apparent at the Las Vegas convention.
so convinced that this is the last
candiElfego Baca, the Republican
campaign that the Republicans, even date for Congress, voiced the comhere in Santa Fe county, can afford mendable sentiment when he said:
to run along reactionary lines. In the j "We are all Americans.
I am tired
future, the Republicans must be more of having politicians hide behind the
progressive even than the Progres-- 'poor native' whenever they are threatsives are today and must depend on ened
by a real issue." When iver the
the votes of the men who are more saloon, or some greedy
corporation,
or less independent in their thought or some other special Interasc
tro
and on whom party reins sit lightly, weak to make its defense on princisuccess
is
the
It
true, that
probable
ple, seeks to protect itself, it raises
today seems to justify the methods the cry: "The fundamental right of
employed, but those on the inside the native people are threatened and
know that it has been a tremendous the natives must vote my way or else
battle that has been waged, a fight they will be disfranchised, or they
whose outcome was uncertain even up will be taxed, or something else dona
to the last moment.
to them that will make them
The Las Vegas state convention they voted the other ticket." sorrj
Tae
put more progressive planks into its day for this chicanery and deceptioi
platform than any two preceding con- is past although some of the politiventions taken together, more than cians ou both sides made it stick this
the Democrats dared to put into their time.
platform, and yei., these
These criticisms are made because
planks were not welded into a whole; the New Mexican has the welfare of
they stuck out like incongruous pro-- the Republican party at heart, bejections from the side of a house; cause it wants Republican principles
they empnasized that after all, the Re- to conform to the highest ideals of
publican party in New Mexico is ultra statesmanship and ethics; because it
conservative.
wants Republican policies to be the
The Las Vegas state convention, squarest of any party in the field.
and most of the county conventions The opposition party has) found that
nominated too many present and past it made even graver
mistakes, was
office holders on the state ticket. New even less true to the
public welfare
blood must be given a chance if the and the
highest ideals, but that should
itto
is
party
perpetuate
Republican
not be an excuse for the Republicans
self. The popular attitude toward ir. the future, to be anything but true
of
the Greek, to the highest ideals.
public servants is that
who when asked by Aristides why he
In politics too many believe that
cast his ballot against Aristides, ex- the end justifies the means, but a
Arisof
tired
am
hearing
claimed: "I
healthier and saner principle is gradtides called 'The Just.'"
ually pervading the electorate. If the
The Las Vegas state convention Progressive movement with all its
failed to speak In favor of local op- abortive sham, has accomplished no
tion. It is either Prohibition or local other good, ic has compelled the Reoption for New Mexico during the publican party to a realization of the
next five years and local option seems above principles and precepts and has
the more rational under present cir- kept it from receding into the old recumstances. The Republican party actionary rut.
it charged wltu being in alliance with
the saloon element and there appears
Perhaps, Santa Fe businessmen will
'
to be some ground for that charge now find time to revive the Chamber
;
even If it is unjast.
on. Commerce and inject into it some
.
The Las Vegas platform put the spirit and progressiveness. A new
wrong emphasis on the Blue Ballot. secretary must be chosen and the
finances of the body placed on a
The 'New Mexican was and is
to a constitution more easily sound basis. A city without a live
Commerce is almost as
amended than that formulated by the Chamber of
'
be--, dead as a town without a newspaper.
but
it
constltuional convention,
1

'

'

'

i
j
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I
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;
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me .municipal

Journal, which says:
"The author presented a table com
paring six German cities with six
American cities which had practically
the same population in 1880. While
the growth of Cincinnati for one, two
and three decades since that time
has been 16.1 per cent, 27.7 per cent
and 42.8 per cent, respectively, that,
of Breslau has been 22.8, 54.9 and 87.0
during the same period.During the!
thirty years Buffalo has increased
173.4 per cent in population and Cologne. 254.6 per cent; New Orleans has
increased 56.9 per cent and Dresden
147.1 per cent; Louisville, 80.9 per
cent and Hanover 146.2 per cent; Providence 113.9 per cent and Nuremberg
234.1 per cent; and Rochester 144.1
per cent and Chemnitz 237.1 per cent.
It is thus seen that the German cities
have increased in population nearly
twice as rapidly as the American
cities.
This the author attributes to
the fact that the most scientific, painstaking and
city planning
done in recent years has been in Ger
many. Consequently, he believes that
this growth 'is not a mere coincidence
but the conclusion is justified that
scientific planning will promote to a
greater degree than has heretofore
been realized,
not only orderly development but increase in population,
wealth, taxable values, to say nothing
oi the convenience, health and comfort of the citizens.'"
-

VOTE BUYING.'
f
If
of the stories about direct
and indirect vote buying today are
true, then it is time for sweeping reform and a special session of the
grand jury to probe into the matter
of vote buying, such a session as was
held in Adams county, Ohio. Last
evening, stories were brought to the
New Mexican office that as high as
$30 a vote had been offered by the
Progressives, and that the Democrats
were trying to keep pace with that
sort of a thing. The plea was made
that the Republicans in sheer self-dfense, had to buy back the voters
that the Progressives and Democrats
had already paid for.
The New Mexican does not believe
these yarns and imagines they were
d
started by a few purchasable,
individuals, who sought to
make as much as possible out of their
ballot by refusing to vote at all. They
drew the subtle distinction, so it is
said, that they desired to be paid to
go to the polls but would take no pay
to vote any particular ticket; or that
they desired pay as workers and not
as voters. The fact remains, that
neither party could gain by such pur
chases and that both parties should
agree to spend not a cent for purposes
of that kind.
It stands to reason
that If one side spends $100 to buy
votes and the other side does too, the
effect is balanced just the same as if
neither side had spent a cent. The
man who sells his vote directly or Indirectly is a criminal of the most dangerous type and the man who buys it,
one-hal-

e

rum-soake-

klH-Up-

J

1
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i
vvira 1 V wwnn mvwm
"Mow' said the head of the recepH
Hon committee, when the distinguish,
sd visitor had stepped from the oar,
"if you think you'd like it we'll be glad
to get an automobile and take you
for a drive through the parks. We
have one of the finest boulevard systems in the world, and "
"Say, do you know where there's a
bath tub about six feet long and four
feet wide and three feet deep?"
"I think they may have something tomer.
sf the kind in one. of the hotels."
When some business men cease to
"Lead me to it. Never mind the recard
advertising as "tribute" and a
parks and boulevards."
worthless necessity, then will they put
more thought Into their ads, and so
His Dignity Intact.
get more out of them.
The two footpads had explored the
Advertising is a persistent sales-nan- .
Kick him out at th" front door,
elderly pedestrian's pockets and found
nothing but a dollar watch and a few and he blows in at the back,
The sales department of a company
other things of little or no value.
"If you will make another search o is only as strong as its local dealers,
my right trousers pocket," he said, find the hacking It gives them.
on other than
To push a trade-mar"you will find a dime, which will pay
quality
a
goods is' business suicide.
fare
more
to
your
prosperous part
Instead of consumers going to the
of town. And now, gentlemen, if you
will hand me back my bunch of keys, markets advertising brings the marwe shall consider this unfortunate and kets to consumers.
An advertiser whose- - advertisements
disappointing episode at an end.
do not make good is not long an adThanks. Good night"
M

1

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU FIND .YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REfeEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER jSTAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

'

.

k

vertiser.

Few people know just what they
Advertise It'
want. The business of advertising Is
'I wish I knew of some way to make to help them make up their minds.
more attractive
to the
religion

'
Just as Good In Print. ,
not have a' description of
good selling argument that
Every
heaven written by one of these men was ever developed in personal saleswho write descriptions of Summer remanship can be utilized with equal
sorts for the railroads?"
value in advertisement writing. The
masses."

-

"Why

i

PRICE LIST.
.
inches Jcag
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional, line on stamp. ... . . . ,
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp..
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
.
ion Stamp count as two lines). .
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
inch in size, we charge for one line for each
oyer
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

ANOTHER

1-

ne

ne

Treat advertising fairly, and
don't try to prove to yourself
that the business It brings you'
should be credited to something
else. There was a man up In
Vermont who attained the great
age of one hundred and ten.
When asked by a reporter Just
what he attributed his longev-- '
Ity to, he replied, "I ain't exact
ly made up my mind
yet
There's two or three patent
medicine fellers dlokerln' with
me."

1-

-2

1-

-2

.

-

one-ha-

V

DATES, ETC.

inch
any town and date, for
90c
Dater
inch
month, day and year in
Ledger
50c
Regular Line Dater month, 'day and year,
inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater.
.
.....1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
1.50
Pearl Check Protector...... .......
1.50
Local Dater

1-

"Do-Littl-

Mehltabel
Jack saved me from
drowning, and now we are engaged
to be married.
Isn't that Just too
Headed the Wrong Way.
lovely?
The reason some men meet hard
Annabella
I wouldn't want him
for a, husband.
You can never tell rack ao often is because they "meet
when he will take a fancy to save hard work so seldom. U A II. Mags- some other girl's, life v -;
.

-2

1-

-3

1-

SELF-INKIN-

2
4

1-

4
-4

STAMP PADS.

G

cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts : 2
x4
cts ; 3 -8 x 6, 60 cts ; 4
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink. 25
3--4,

3--

-4

1- -8

........

-4,

15
35

3--

1-

-2.
1--

x7

2,

25 cts:
75 cts ;

cts ner bottle.

FOR. TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
-

...

SANTA

Ft

NKW

New
ComMexican
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
docket! especially tor the oa of )i
tices of the peace. They are wpeolal-lruled, with printed headings, io
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
coven nd canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the tees of lustlcef
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
Combined Civil and OrlaiUi-- J . . 4.00
inches. These books art
are 10
made up In civU and criminal dockets,
leparate of S3 pares each, or with
ooth civil and criminal bound ln.om
book, 80 pafle cvWl aadtl0 paces
criminal. To introduce them they art
offered at the, foUowmg Prices ,
y

Opportunity to Order,
The man with a message to the people or a man with an Invitation for the
people, needn't care much about this
It's only a
thing called "Opportunity."
mystic term used by the members of
e
Club."
the
and get
Resign from the
Into mental, moral and spiritual action
but resign right now, today.

-2

one-ha-

1

FANCY.

-2

ne

Mahin Messenger.

MIGHT TAKE

1-

Civil or Criminal

For

""

Jv'GO.

48

....

......

I2.TI

cents s4!iiona1 for a slnglt

docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
pfalnly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
Let Him Know ft If you are out ot
a' position, you must let the employer
know it. A wart advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory, if yon hare any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel
,

Try a' New Mexican

brings results.

Want Ad,

it
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.f

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

..

Established

President

A.

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

-I-

1856.

'

ncorporated I90J.

jft

Handsome Assortment $
of Fancy Stock for the
Holiday Trade

A

RIBBONS

THE FINEST WE HAVE EVER HAD

I

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs!
And Pillow Tops
Art Draperies and Curtain Scrims
A Most

I

Artistic Line that will please the lovers
of the Home Beautiful .
y

.

4.

1

Just wnai you want ior .your winter ciumcaThe ideas are drawn from the latest fashion
v
are correct in detail.

ft
ft

A.

A

mm

-.

:

:

.

M

Phone 36

:

Phone 49 Main

DRUGGIST

jeach day during the year

1909

as

uhUUwu

mnxjj iro jl lilt rtJUiU
Survey at permanent stations
IIUII maintained along the streams. They
OIUIU
'
''
arc essentially a record of the per
you are suffering from Eczema, formance ot those Bt
and
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin urmsa a account of tlle water
trouble drop into our store for ,n- - sources
,
avalable tot
stan relief. We will guarantee you gions ln wWch th
to stop that itch in wo seconds.
j
importance of Stream Records.
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
of thoge
Many
Q
unf
We have-solother remedies for with
ngineering practice do not
none
we
could
but
that
troubles,
lz? the
more highly than the well mation ofnCe8glkind procuring
known compound of Oil of Winter-'p- f
knowl
how mu
green, Thymol and a few other ingre- - able or ,
variougses gro;g
dients that have wrought such won- - mously a8 the
Unlte
J
derful cures all over the country,
Z
' This compound known as D. D. D. more
"
Prescription, will pool- and heal the rfrmoKtIn
itchy . burnig.'sk.n
wesV "dependent
nothing else
'
Can. Get a regular bottle and see
,
,
thc,
f
'
ita our
offer.
?6
Capital City the
ifeatures
our
CTnDG

TUIT ITPU

j

That Makes You
Feel Your Best

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market
and Grocery
KANSAS

j

.

j

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

AMADO

the line.

In order to close out

---

BROS, COMPANY,

P. 0. Box, 219.

Bassett, the hat salesman,

is here from Detroit.
P. H. Knowlton, a paper salesman of
Denver, is in the city.
J. Eaton, the well known meat man
of Las Vegas, is in the city.
Milliner, Southeast Cor. Plaza.
D. Floersheim, the millinery sales
man, is here from Kansas City.
R. E. Powell, a tourist .from New Or
NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP!
leans, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Dr. Stanley G. Small has returned
MRS R.LOPEZ
from Pittsburg where he was called
Manicuring
Shampooing
on business for a few days.
Hair
Massaging
Dressing
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Reynolds
of
Chiropody.
Pcrtland, Maine are at the Palace. Mr.
'"
Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store!
Reynolds is a traveling man.
John N. Zook, the well known pharTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAV.
macist, has returned from a deer hint
during which he found heavy snows, Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine:
so heavy that the trail of the deer Tablets. Druggists refund mone7 if It
could not be followed.
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa- E. E. Van Horn, state cattle
ture is on each box. 23c.
was a Taos visitor, incidentally
riding out to his ranch upon which he OFFICIAL REPORTS
intends to stock a large flock of
ON STREAM FLOW.
ewes. Taos Valley News.
H. F. Robinson, of Albuquerque, in Four Books Published by the United
charge of Indian irrigation matters,
State Geological Survey Water
has left Santa Fe for Shiprock, San
Resources.
Juan county, to look after irrigation
in
that section.
projects
The Vnited States Geological SurV. D. Lorenzo of Santa Fe, arrived vey has announced the publication of
In Taos on Wednesday.
He has the four reports on the flow of streams
contract for painting and decorating iii the United States.
They are deon the Catholic church, and expects signated as Water Supply Papers 263,
to finish the work next week. Taos 2GG 267 and 268. , The first mentioned relates to rivers in Minnesota, WisValley News.
Illinois, and
E. L. Lindsey, E. C. Hamilton, W. consin, North Dakota,
C Koeppe, N. Curtis Case,
O. F. Iowa, which drain either into the Mi&
Bishop and E. J. Mead, all of the U. S. sissippi River or northward into CanThe second relates to rivers
forestry service Dassed thromrh the ada.
city last night on their way to Arizona, draining into the Missouri, the streams
to which territory they have been beinS located in Montana. Wyoming,
transferred from Rio Arriba county. North Dakota, Colorado, Nebraska,
The third comprises those
They registered ' at the . Montezuma Missouri.
streams draining into the lower Missi-- i
hotel;
issippi mainly through Arkansas and'
,
Have you rurnisheo-noomto Rent? Red Riversi the streams being loca-- j
A
little campaign Want advertising t(? in Colorado New Mexico, Arkan-- i
The
iii the New Mexican will keeD the in- - sas, Missouri, and Mississippi.
come from your furnished rooms from fourth gives information concerning
The classified columns are streams draining into the western
lapsing.
always looked up closely and it will Part ot the Gulf of Mexico, such as
the Rio Grande and the Pecos.
pay you well to usa them.
The records contained in these re-- j

Get an
Evening Suit

25c

Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
Phone, 152 Red- -

on all Fancy Wings and
Feather Goods

Is

6 Loaves Fine Bread,

Dallv.

i

Full Line of Dress Trimmings j
'

A.

to-

AND CAKE

BREAD

FRESH

MISS A. MUGLER

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

PLAZA 3AKERY

Of 25 Per Cem.

FROM RIGELAR PRICE

Mrs. Paten will not be at home
morrow.
T. J. Sawyer, the lumber man,
here from Buckman.

Your Patronage Solicited
H. 6. LAUGHLIN,

REDUCTION

PERSONAL MENTION

PAGE FIVE

M.

It has been said that nothing makes a man reel
more like a "stuffed sausage "with the skin
suit or
pulled tijfht than the average
tuxedo. This IS really true of the AVERAGE full
dress or tuxedo but simply because the right
tailoring is not there. The ROYAL TAILORS are
Evening Clothes Makers supreme. Theylhae
mastered the art of making a formal garment
that is only formal in name, with all the stiffness and clammy feeling left out. A Royal Dress
Suit or Tuxedo drapes gracefully, easily over the
.body lines, and gives the wearer a perfect "at
home" feeling. A handsome FULL DRE5S or
TUXEDO with silk linings, from
full-dre- ss

CITY

CORN-FE- D

Beef,

Pork,
Mutton,

Veal and

Lamb

Home-Mad-

Sausage,

e

$35.00 to $55.00

Blue Point Oysters, Fish
and

Fresh-Dresse-

FRUITS

POULTRY

d

Many social functions are in the'making for out
ciety this winter. Better be prepared. Get the best.

VEGETABLES

Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

Gas-Roast- ed

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

better guarantee to
offer than money back if
not satisfactory when you
deal at the Parlor Market.
No

THE MASTER TAILORS.

BARGA N!

A

real-ski-

six-roo-

.

m

some fine Sets
WE asCabinets
as you wish.
many
make

of China for the table,
Also Kitchen
pieces
that
cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.
HAVE

PROPRIETOR.

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

Pharmacv

0. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

;

AND REAL

'

San Francisco St.

Is now. We have

just received
a large linedirect from factory,
thereby insuring fresh goods.

.

.

'

Hand-Paint-

China j
Arti-

ed

? The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any

&

!
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Tit.
M;k
VM HSIglt
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Int-jto,-
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-
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
;

aafi we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

H. C.

Reliable Jeweler

YONTZ,1

..MILLINERY..
WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
.

i

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. a You positively cannot dup- licate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.

,Hp,.lttRS.W.UNDHARDT,Ii.

M
u-

I

oTf

K

j

j

yr i
IP

Carriage

i

v

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

IVI1'

Phone, 130 Red.

V.IAV,1A

-'

K

X X

SWEATERS
For Everybody, Men and

SIGN PAINTING

W

Boys, Ladies and Children

K

All - Sizes ADOLPH

'A

and - Colors

SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

CO.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

want to

do BUSI-

NESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

with

THE NATIONAL SURETY

Santa Fe AbstractRealty
Phone Black

No. 52

&

COMPANY.

Insurance Agency.

Prone Black

No. 229

Residence

Just in, a Fresh Stock

of

PANCAKE FLOUR

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup

iMm

'

co.
;

COLUMN DO IT.
A good live advertisement in the!
Want column of the Kew Mexican Willi
rent any property that is rentable, j
There is always some one that wants'
rhat you have got, but, you must let
them know It

'"

J. P. Steed

&

Son

LADY OR GENTLEMAN

YOU

GERDES. OUTFITTER TO EVERYBODY
OU

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET MAKERS.

Are Vou a Seller? An ayertlse.
ment in the classified columns of the FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
New Mexican will put your real estate
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
on 'he market effectively
It will put
the facts of your property before th- All Work Guaranteed.
Phcne. Red 115
eyes ot all possible buyer.

Ready-to-We- ar

with

STOCK OF

.

Goods is "Sizzling

Hot"

Garments.

"Up-to-dat- e"

If You Do Not Inspect Them You are the Loser.

Julius

h.

gerdes.

ITS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

r

3

ZT
You

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves on your light bill and
THE
Our display rooms are open for your
pay for, by having it right where
you

SAVES

EYES.
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.

Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
Idea
can
the
that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you
get.

i

--

J

can

be pleased and suited by

I'm

o

X

Just a Word About Bonds
Of course you

A

K
X

SXXXXXXXXXSXXK

vxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP
1

X

1

!

PICTURE FRAMING

Automobile

.

;

Funeral Directors

X

j

Aunt Jemima's Famous

MULLIGAN & RISING,

COMPANY.

j

i

I Beautiful

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING

.industrial prosperity has been the de-I'velopment of water power. On the
(Other hand, as has recently been re- emphasized, water may be enormously
destructive when it takes the form
H. S. KAUNE
CO, of floods. it is therefore necessary
to harness our water sunnlies
an
'
that
they will on one hand render
i
"l'"
Where Prices Are Lowes ,th best
m..th9 other be
y.cvuuju irom uevastaung the
FOR
try.
Taking Account of Stock.
SAFE QUALITY We guarantee each and every Bot- In developing the water of a partitie we sell to last one year.
cular stream the first necessity is to
know how must water must be proBUTT BROS. CO.,
vided for the volume that descends
in the channel from day to day and
Always Reliable
from month to month. This
DRUGGISTS
necessity
has its counterpart in the ordinary
B
161. Night Phone.Red 58.
Poor coffee is an un-- vf
conduct of business. Every business, J Phone, Red
H whblesome
drink. To
man recognizes the
tak-l
necessity for
ing account of stock. Every bank is!
begin the day by drinking
to keep an accurate record!
it clouds an otherwise llfV required
or its resources.
There is no dif- SXXXSXXXXXXXXSXX
B cheerful mind.
See to
ference in principle between these
m
i
operations and taking an inventory of
it, then, that you have
&
water resources. To handle and de--i
Chase & Sanborn's
velop them properly it is necessary
to Keep an account of stock.
High Grade Coffee
PAINTING
The four reports above described'
with its fragrant.
eive- a faithful- "
III
V
HVt'l a
aroma' and
performance so that the persons or!
the community undertaking anv deperfect"
velopment of water will know all the
.facts concerning the supply avail-- j
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
awe,
.
l
4nnl
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
,
vviico ui mese repuriB may De pro-JUST IN- cured free on application to the nt- 305 San Francisco Street,
NeW (191!) Crop Of ENGLISH WAL rector of the Geological Survey, Wash
JJ.
U.
v
ington,
NITS and ALMONDS .
..
LET THE WANT
a-

(i

ESTATE.

J19

Phone, Red 189.

-

HOT WATER BOTTLES

nLL.
.:'
TL
"

jA

no-pa- y

THE TIME TO BUY

rC,!

I

.L, Ijocatedt' with' 'barn, "chicken house,
garden, fruit trees, etc.

Pricce, 2,700.

d

w

modern
FAR C AI C,; A
lUIV OALC brick residence, well

n

R.

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

WM. D. ARRIGHI

'

d

PRICE-MAKE-

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

gical

a

THE

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

O
33

Ti

CO

'7

. M"
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EIER

St, Louis Rocky

GOOD ADVICE

Nk

Railway

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
(Ral

19

pm

,

a m

t

7

7

g
o
"

"

9
10

30
0
05
20
35
50
10
85
00

Miles

2

4
11

16
20
25
31
42
49

i.Lv
Ar
Katon, N.M
... .Clifton House N"M....

3 07
3 45

48
65

gi'reston
Koehler Junction

68
76
82

.

8
94

245
2 25

155
30

10 15
9 49, j

932

Lv
Ar

Ulruarron
Nash

olf

"T7TTTT7

.

8 20
8 02
7 45

am

Harlan
Ute Park. N. M...Lv

Ar

.

330

1

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

,

'"

J ,p m

liClonnects at Colfax with K. p. & s. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.3K
SStage for Van Houton N, M, meet trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves lite Parle, N", M for KlUnbettitown, N. M at 9:00 a. m, dally excep
andays. Fare fe ou one way 3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. & S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N,
the south at 11 ;U p. ra. .'arrives from tb

tb at

.

G.

4:38

a. m,

DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

Superintendent,

F. M. WILLIAMS,
O. P. Agent,

p8' B,5be

bo--s

tee, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torranca, Theac

THE
BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

a- -

p.

p.

Ag.t,

El Paso Texas.

W. N. Townsend

ARTICLE TV.
The amount of the total authorized
capital stock of the corporation shall
tw One Million Dollars, divided into
one million shares of the par value of
One Dollar each.
The Board of Directors is hereby empowered to sell
issue, or exchange the shares of the
capital stock of the company for the
purchase price of any property, real,
mixed or personal, necessary or proper for its said business, and to issue
stock to any amount in payment
therefor and the stock so issued shall
be issued full paid stock and not liable to any furthe- - call, neither shall
the holder thereo.; be liable for any

Co., $1.

Hdw. Co., $2.

Wood-Davi-

J. H. Vaughn,

$1.
$1.
J. H. Gerdes, $2.
A.

Reingardt,

New Mexican Printing Co, $1.50.

Kaune
Jno. Levert,
H. S.

When Going
or

& Co., $1.
$2.

S. Spitz, $1.

Adolf Seligman $2.
Zook's Pharmacy, $2.
James Lopez, $0.50.
Lucsrc- & Pacheco, $2.
F. McKane, $1.
J. B. P.ecd, flR. J. Palen, $3.
O. K. Barber Shop, $1.
J. PHiiegcr, 52.
H. C. Yoniz, $1.
F. Andrews. $1.
John Harauel, $2.
Farah & Anijurado, $2.
Delgat'.o Eros. $0.25.
Leo Hersch, $1.
Sisters of Charity, $2.

WEST

-

USE THE

SHORTEST LINE TO
:

Denver, Colorado

'

MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

sive.

ARTICLE V.
The amount of capital stock with
which the corporation will commence
business shall not be less than two
thousand dollars,
e
The names and
addresses
of the incorporators of this company,
and the number of shares subscribed
for by each, are as follows,
H. M. Farnam, Minneapolis, Minn.,

Co., $1.

Henry Krick, $1.
Dudrow Lumber Yard, $1.
Capital Coal Yard, $1.
Andres Salcido, $0.50
Marcelino Ortiz, $0.50.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Co., $1.
W. G.

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT

further payment therefor. The judgment of the Board of Directors therein as to the value of the property
purchased shall be final and conclu-

Furniture

Akers-Wagn-

Springs and Pueblo

1913.

I

Far rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

ARTICLE II.

The location of its principal office
ANNA M. LEESON,
shall be in No. 217 Johnson street,
Notary Public.
in the City of Santa Fe, Territory ot
Notary Public, Santa Fe County,
BAND CONTRIBUTIONS
New Mexico, and other offices may
Territory of New Mexico.
DURING SEPTEMBER be
maintained by this corporation by Endorsed: No. 6956, Cor. Rec'd Vol.
The following persons have conof
Board
of
resolution
the
Directors, 6, Page 131, Articles of Incorporation
tributed amounts set opposite their
and in which place Director's meet- of Minnesota Santa Fe
Mining Com
respective names to the band for
ings may be held.
pany. Filed in office of Secretary of
Sunday concerts, for the month of
The name of the agent of said cor New Mexico, Oct. 18,
1911; 1:15 p. m.
October, 1911:
and who shall have charge
poration,
NATHAN JAFFA,
of
Santa Fe, $30.
City
of said principal office in Santa Fe,
M. A. Otero, $5.
Secretary
and upon whom process against the
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
A. S. Brookes $2.
be served, is William (TERRITORY
may
corporation
SEAL)
L. E. Armijo, $1.
W. Ingersoll.
Nathan Jaffa, $2.
Territory of New Mexico
ARTICLE III.
Office of the Secretary.
Win. J. Mills, $2.
Its general purposes shall be those
Robt. P. Ervien, $1.
Certificate of Comparison.
of buying, owning selling and dealing
C. H. Fairfield, $0.50.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
and in leasing, working and opera
in,
of New Mexico, do hereby
Rupert F. Asplund, $0.50.
ting mines, mining lands and mining Territorythat there was filed for record
H. S. Clancy, $0.25.
ter'ify
properties?, Including .the reduction, in this office at 1:15 o'clock p. m. en
Jacob Weltmer, $2.
concentration and smelting of ores lie
Montezuma Hotel, $1.
Eighteenth day of October, A. D
and minerals, and the transaction of
Butt Bros. Co., $2.
all necessary and incidental business 1911; Certificate of Stockholders' Non
Palace Hotel, $1.
of Minnesota Santa Fe Minconnected with said main purposes, Liability
Water and Light Co. $2.
and the purchase, acquisition and ing Company, Number 6957, and 'o
J. Muralter, $0.50.
thct I have compared the foil .wing
ownership of all real, mixed and per- copy of the same,
with the oriaina!
Mulligan & Rising, $1.
sonal
of
name
and
property
every
W. H. Goebel, $1.
thereof now on file, and declare it to
nature
inor
,
necessary convenient
Moulton-Esp- e
be a correct transcript
therefrom
Co., $1.
cidental thereto; and it is hereby em- and of
Theo. Corrick, $1.
whole thereof.
the
powered to execute due bills, notes,
H. Baca, $1.
bends, and other evidence of indebted- Given under my hand and the Great
Capital Pharmacy, $2.
Seal of the Territory of New Mexness, aud to secure the same by mortM. B. Krause, $0.50.
at the City of Santa Fe, the
ico,
or
trust
deed
gages
upon its properSeligman Bros. Co., $3.
Capital, on this Eighteenth day of
ties, or any part thereof.
Santa Fe Hdw. & Supply Co. $2
October. A. D. 1911.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
T m

Newburg, Ala. "For more than a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with, terrible pains in
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to
try
Cardui, so I began taking It, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
and suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, please
do. It may he just what you need.
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
book. " Home Ireatuent
Jtutnutimit, and
for Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.

ASK FOR TICKETS

From Santa Fe

Territory of New Mexico,
and Dollars.
Office of the Secretary.
ARTICLE XI.
Certificate of Comparison.
The Board of Directors may from
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the time to time
appoint from its number
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby an executive committee to act for and
certify that there was filed for record i,, the name of its said Board of Di-i-n
this office at 1:15 o'clock p. m.,' rectors.
on the Eighteenth day of October, A
ARTICLE XII.
D. 1911; Articles of Incorporation of
The Board of Directors is hereby
Minnesota Santa Fe Mining Company, authorized and
empowered to adopt
Number G956, and also that I have
for the corporation, and to
compared the following copy of the amend and alter the same from time
same, with the original thereof now to time.
on file, and declare it to be a correct
Executed in duplicate.
therefrom and of the
transcript
Witness our hands and seaU this
whole thereof.
18th day of October, 1911.
Civen under my hand and the Great
H. M. FARNAM
(SEAL)
Seal of the Territory of New MexA. B. CRAYCRAFT (SEAL)
ico, at the City of Santa Fe. the
J. A. CARRUTH
(SEAL)
Capital, on this Eighteenth day of in presence of:
October, A. D. 1911.
RUTH LAUGHLIN.
NATHAN JAFFA
A. M. LEESON.
Secretary of New Mexico. Territory of New Mexico,
By EDWIN F. COARD,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
Assistant Secretary.
On this 18th day of October, 1911,
SEAL)
(TERRITORIAL
before me, personally appeared H. M.
Articles of Incorporation of the Min- Farnam and A. B. Craycraft and J. A.
nesota Santa Fe Mining Company. Carruth, to me known to be the perWe, the undersigned hereby agree sons described in and who executed
upon and adopt the following Articles the foregoing
instrument and ack
ot incorporation under tne provisions nowledged that they executed
the
of the Statutes of the Territory of same as their free act and deed.
New Mexico, towit:
In Witness Whereof I have hereARIICLE I.
unto set my hand and affixed my offiThe name of this corporation shall cial seal the day and year first above
be Minnesota Santa Fe Mining Com written.
pany.
My commission will expire June 21
by-la-

4 00
3 so

9

Cimarron

Lv

Suggestion.

p)

8 55

Koehler
lioolfax
Oerrososo

Ar

H

17

20

Cunningham
....Clifton House N.M
Ar
Katon, N. M, ... Lv

2

Made This Newbur
Glad
She Followed
Lady

3 15
3 05

0
7

16
43
00
10
18
28
45

12

Oupullu
Vigil
Thompson

2 30
2 47

4
4
6
5
6
5
6

(Read

1910

Lv..Des Moines, N. M...Ar
Humaldo
Iiedman

0

J

The Results

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Id effect Sept, 1st
STATIONS

Down)

1

3 35

FRIEND'S

MONDAY,

Sargent,

post-offic-

to-wi- t:

1S90 shares.
A. B. Craycraft,

$2.

Chas. F. Easley, $1.
Akers & Levy $2. .
W. E. Griffin, $0.50.
H. F. Stephens, $0.50.
Anaya & Lopez, $1.
Morgan Livery Co., $1.
Professor Siegner, $2.
H. B. Cartwright & Bro., $2.
Winter Grovery Co, $0.50.
F. T. Blandy, $1.
Edw. L. Safford, $1.

5

shares.

Santa Fe, N.

M.

J. A. Carruth,. Santa Fe, N. M.,

5

shares.
ARTICLE VI,

The period limited for the duration
of this corporation shall be fifty years
from the date of filing of the Articles
of Incorporation thereof in the office
of the Secretary of the Territory of

New Mexico.
ARTICLE- - VII.
The government and management
01 all the affairs of said
corporation
shall be vested in a Board of three
Directors, and the following named
persons shall constitute and serve as
the first Board of Directors, and for
tne following terms,
H. M. Farnum, for the period of five
years from its incorporation; A. B,
Ciaycraft, for the period of four jears
from its incorporation; and J. A. Car
ruth for a period of three years from

R. C. Garrett, $1.
N. Salmon, $1.

Seferino Baca, $0.25.
Fischer Drug Co. $2.
E. C. Abbott, $1.
M. Garcia, $0.50.
Miss Mugler, $0.50.
D. Lowitzki, $1.
St. Michael's College, $0.50.
Gov. Prince, $2.
Judge McFie, $1.
F. C. Wilson, $0.50.
Acasio Gallegos, $0.50.
J. A. Massie, $1.
J. H. Crist, $0.50.
La Salle Restaurant $1
J. D. Sena, $1.

NATHAN JAFFA,
By EDWIN

Secretary of New Mexico
F. COARD,

Assistant Secretary.
(TERRITORY

SEAL)

Certificate of Stockholders' Non-Li- a
bility of Minnesota Santa Fe Mining
Company.

This is to certify that the undersigned being all the original incor
porators who have filed the certificate
of incorporation of the above named
corporation,
thereby
a)ssociatIng
themselves together under the pro
visions of Section 23 of Chapter 79
enacted by the Thirty-sixtLegisla
tive Assembly of New Mexico, approved ::?.rc'j
1905, for and on behalf
ot therrselvvj and all other stock
holders who may become associated
with them and said corporation, do
hereby declare that there shall be no
stockholders' liability on account of
any stock issued or to be issued by
the said corporation and that all stock
holders of said corporation shall be
exempt from all liabilities on account
of any stock issued or to be issued or
held by them, except such liability
for the amount of the capital stock
certified to have been paid in prop
erty or cash at the time of commence
ment of business.
W. W. Ingersoll has been named as
the statutory agent of the said cor
poration, and the registered office is
No. 217 Johnson
Street, Santa Fe,
.

h

-

The World

Fiji

In Witness Whereof we, the said in
corporators, have hereunto set our
bands and seals this 18th day of Oc

tober, A. D. 1911.
H. M. FARNAM.
A. B. CRAYCRAFT
J. A. CARRUTH.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
On this 18th day of October, 1911,
before me, personally appeared H. M.

Dr.

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Tata Prescription has, tor over to years, been
carina delicate, weak,
d
women,
by the hundreds ot thousands and this too In
the privacy ot their homes without their having to submit to Indelicate Questionings and
offensively repugnant examinations.
pain-wracke-

flre

confidence by letter free. Address
t..CO,nsui,t
Ass'n, R.V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Great
Fam.lv
Doctor
Dr.P.erce;s
Book, The People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, newly reused
edition-10- 00
pages, answers in
f
g
de,'cate
which
quesfons
X. to know l?
every woman, single or married,
about. Sent free to any address on receipt
ought
of 31
to cover
of

World s Dispensary

one-ce-

cost

stamps

wrapping and mailing only, in French cloth binding.

SEEING AMERICA FIRST
AND MUD AFTERWARD

Dolf Flersheim, Kansas City.
H. W. Clark, City.
J. Eaton, Las Vegas.
D. D. Clark, El Paso.
Coronado.
J. Alderman, Colorado Springs.
V. S. Anid, Baltimore.
Ferdinand Maty, Monte Vista.
Montezuma.
H. S. Clancy, Las Cruces.
H. L. Ortiz, City.
Mrs. K. M. Trowbridge, Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Black, Alamosa.
J. L. Davis, Denver.
R. W. Shields, Chamberburg, Pa.
E. L. Lindsey, U. S. F. S.
E. C. Hamilton, U. S. F. C.
W. C. Koeppe, U. S. F. S.
N. Curtis Case, U. S. F. S.
O. F. Bishop, U. S. F. S.
E. J. Mead U. S. F. S.
A. G. Pollock, City.
George Atkinson, City.
Charles E. Davis, City.
H. W. Dye, Denver.
T. J. Sawyer, Buckman.
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
H. H. Kitchen, Chicago.
R. E. Powell, New Orleans.
H. M. Weyranch, Denver.
W. C. Walker, Chicago.
W. B. Warner, Denver.

Party of Automor.

Mists Arrived Satur
day Night and Left Early

Yesterday.

Captain A. L. Westgard and his
party of "Seeing America First" tourists arrived here per autos Saturday
night from Las Vegas and declared
that the road from the Meadow City
to the capital is superb and "one of

the best ever." The party spent the
night at the Montezuma hotel and then
motored to Albuquerque, leaving right
after breakfast Sunday. It was unfortunate that the weather was so bad,
as the tourists wished to enjoy the
sunshine and fine climate of Santa Fe.
Captain Westgard and his party encountered a great deal of snow and
mud on their trip across the continent but for all that they seemed to
enjoy themselves immensely.
Their
powerful machines, four of whicn carried passengers and the fifth their
baggage, literally ploughed through
the mud and showed that no trains
are to take their cars in tow between
here and California.
Albuquerque prepared to welcome
the motorists in a royal manner and
Santa Fe would have given them a
warm reception had the tourists been
AVOID HARSH DRUGS
able to follow their schedule or noti-t- j
the autoists here of the exact hour
of their arrival.
Many Cathartics Tend to Cause Injury
to the Bowels.
Backache, Headache, Nervousness
If you are subject to constipation,
and rheumatism, both in men and wo you should avoid strong drugs and
men, mean kidney trouble. Do not al- -' cathartics. They only give temporary
low it to progress beyond the reach relief and their reaction is harmful
of medicine but stop it
promptly with and sometimes more annoying than
Foley Kidney Pills.
They regulate constipation. They in no way effect
tne action of the urinary organs. To- - a cure and their tendency is to weaknic in action, quick in results.
en the already strong organs with
For sale by all druggists.
which they come in contact.
We honestly believe that we have
IN THE HEART"' OF DENVER.
Like a compass, the Albany hotel the best constipation treatment ever
Our faith in it is so strone
bianas in tne neart of Denver. Fori devised.
that we sell It on the positive guaran- manv vears tho Aihn
"In the very heart of Denver" as a tee that U sha11 not cost the US6r a
cent if it does not give entire satisfac- sloean., until now tho j.ixuu.uj
iao
4rh
uircu tion and
completely remedy constipato locate other buildings.
How far is it from the Albany?" is tion. This preparation is called Rex-aOrderlies. They are prompt, sooththe first question.
and most effective
in action.
ing
two
"The
newest, largest and most They are made of a recent chemical
important buildings in Denver the
esV"7nd Tolorles.
odorless,
across the street Combined with other well known in
from the Albany.
A guest stopping at the Albany can gredients, long established for their
usefulness in the treatment of conget quicker action on Uncle Sam'a
It forms a tablet which is
mail service than at any other hotel stipation,
eaten like candy.
They may be takin the country.
en at any time, either day or night,
The Albany, however
came first
and the postoffice followed. The post- without fear of their causing any inThey do not
office is to be located straight across convenience whatever.
gripe purge, nor cause nausea. They
the street from the Albany. '
act without causing any pain or excessive looseness of the bowels. They
are Ideal for children, weak, delicate
rrsons, and aged people, as well as
for the most hearty person.
Palace.
They come in three size packages
M. F. Sena. City.
12 tablets, 10 cents;
36 tablets, 25
E. C. Reynolds, Portland Maine.
cents; 80 tablets, 50 cents.
RememWilliam A. Tipton, City.
ber, you can obtain them only at our
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
store The Rexall Store. The Fischer
A. A. Bassett, Detroit, Mich.
Drug Co. 232 San Francisco St.
--
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Hotel Arrivals.

EVERY LAWYER AND LAW OFFICER

NEEDS THEM

.

t:

Honest Advice to

Consump lives

.

J.

Ills

Many women suffer needlessly from tfrlhood to woman-hoo- d
and from motherhood to old
with backache,
dizziness or headache. She becomei age
broken-dowsleepless, nervous, irritable and feels tired from morning to
night. W hen pains and aches rack the womanly system at
frequent intervals, ask your neighbor about

New Mexico.

Farnam, A. B. Craycraft and J. A.
Carruth, to me known to be the per
sons described in and who executed
re
the foregoing instrument, and ack
All
nowledged that they executed the
of
same as their free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof, I have here
lBCW,vnlBCe
&TC IlOOeV
y Purchaalnr Walls
unto set my hand and affixed my offi
Fwo Domestic Money Orders. TravalarV
its incorporation, and including the cial seal the day and year first above
as Foreign Money Orders
first three montha for all of the di written.
rectors.
The provision
of statute
My commission will expire June 21,
requiring the election of Directors by 1913.
Me
all
sad
o
Foreif
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Vacancies
ballot, is hereby waived.
ANNA M. LEESON,
TMtfW
Countries
in the Board of Directors and in office
Notary Public, Santa Fe Co.,
may be filled for unexpired terms by
Territory of New Mexico
REMITTANCES SENT BV TELEGRAPH
the Board of Directors.
The Board (NOTARIAL SEAL)
Somehow there exists a vast amount of of Directors may from time to time
Endorsed: No. 6957, Cor. Rec'd Vol
BkenticUiu
ns to the nwlhtlitv of
fix the compensation
to be paid by 6, Page 132, Certificate of Stockhold
We state none lint facts,
j
Consumption.
aud are sincere in what we assert.
the corporation to Its officials, execu- ers'
of Minnesota Santa
If ourselves afflicted with Tuhercu-losiD. BARNES,
Fe Mining Company, Filed in Office
we should do precisely what we tive committee and agents.
ask others to
Kckman's Alterao? Secretary of New Mexico, Oct, 18,
ARTICLE Vm.
tive promptly and faithfully. The reason we should do this
1911: 1:15 p. m.
;
and warrant we
The
of
annual
the
stock
meetings
have for askims all ( niistnnptives to take
NATHAN JAFFA.
it, is that we have the reports of mauy holders and at which Directors may
cures, one of which follows:
Secretary
be elected subject to the foregoing
Will Susquehanna Ave., l'hlla., Pa.
"Gentlemen:
For two venra I n
shall be held on the second Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
article,
lafflicted with nemorrluiKi'S of the hums,
Monday of January, beginning with
me uumoer imnieu
one hundred.
Gambler's Mind Unbalanced.
the year 1913, and at the principal
Our faillllV llll VSicliMInearly
llrlvluoil
mmtlinp
climate, as to remain would prohably he office of the
company in New Mexico.
m u. r. miliums
ana
nun, miBTiiT,
Feo- rcmainea
in
Notice therefor shall be given as proruarv Of llHU. 1 Wil taken with
Guy Malone, a professional gam
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and
uavoin
equipment formerly
lattnek of pneumonia. When I recovered vided in the
at Denver, lost his mind over
of
bler,
the
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST X
company.
to
walk
I
house
ahout the
was
umcientty
left with
recent
a frightful bucking cough, Cumulative voting Is hereby
losses at the card table and
wnere
we
be
will
at
all
times of day or night
class livery
ready
which no medicine
had taken could
has
from his home. His
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
disappeared,
alleviate.
I was aKaln advised to go to
another part of tin- country.
massive figure was known in every
ARTICLE IX.
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
It was at
this time, March, luo, that I learned of
The officers of eaid corporation western city among sports and touts
Uckman s Alterative.
In a short time my
wns gone and I was pronounced
and he provided well for his family
cujfh
shall
consist of a President,
W
CAM
AT in
BDAKICICfn or'
'well' or 'cured.' Since that time I have
hud
two slight attackx of i,nni, ,,,!
Secretary and Treasurer, in the days that he won. At least, so
Phone 139 Red
'santa He, N. M
and I have resorted to no other medicine to be chosen as the
s
shall di says the Rocky Mountain News of
it, cueci it cure.
"I am at present in excellent health and rect, and who shall hold their offices yesterday.
feel that as Inn as I can ohtain
until others are chosen and qualified
...
s Alterative. I have n
.if
A Director mayJiold
J. F, Parker, 2021 .No. 10th St.. Ft.
umptloa. I cannot speak too highly for In their stead.
LET THE WANT
any two of said offices, except those Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
them know It
HOWARD h. KI.OTZ.
(Signed)
of President and to- many kinds of
Eckmnii'n Alterative is effective in
COLUMN DO IT. Are You a Seller? An advertise- kidney mediclno, but
Asthma, Hay l.'ever; Throat ,und gether.
did not get better until he took Foley
and In ,,,,1,1,11.11,,., knu
good live advertisement in thement In the classified columns of the Lunz Troubles,
ARTICLE X.
system. Does not contain poisons, oplatm
Kidney Pills, . No matter how long
Want column of the New Mexican wlllNew Mexican will put your real estate or
drugs. Ask for hookWt
The highest amount of Indebtedness you have had kidney trouble, you will
rent any property that is rentable on 'be market effectively. It will put of cored cases and write tn EcknKn
direct or contingent, for which this find quick and permanent benefit by
Laboratory. Philadclnhln Pn for mnn 3i
There Is always soma one that wants the facts of your property before tb
deae. For sale by all leading
antl corporation shall at any time be Sub the use of Foley
Kidney nils.: Start
that you hare got, hat you most let eyes of all possible buyers. .
oy zook s Pharmacy in. Santa p Ject, shall be Two Hundred Thona-taking them now.
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Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the. Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID
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When Julia
I Married

D

TEMPLE BAILEY

By

xgii, by Associated Literarr Press.)

(Copyright,

Little Julia was envied by all of
her friends. It was such a triumph
to have captured the rich Mr. Barclay. Ever since his arrival in Twin
Corners he had been petted, pursued.
Gossip credited him with a half million.

Little Julia, in spite of the sparkling sapphire on her third finger, was
not quite sure of her conquest. She
'had been the Cinderella of the town.
A pale, quiet little thing, with big
igray eyes, and a slight swaying
figure, she had not been counted a
rival by the bouncing beauties of the
neighborhood.
Then Peter Barclay came and discovered her.
"Wait till I buy the things that
Will set off your beauty," he exulted.
'"They will find out how rare your
type is. You are like a Botticelli

maid or a Whistler."
Julia wasn't sure she wanted to be
a type. She was not quite sure that
ishe liked the gowns he had planned
s
for her. His taste ran to
in velvets, with dull silver and cloth- He brought her a
effects.
Ichaln of linked filagree, with a barbaric jade ornament. "When we get
to Paris we will find a gown to go
Mth it something in flame color
Itoned down by chiffon."
Julia was not sure that she would
Hike anything in flame color. She infinitely preferred white satin and
.pearls, or pink silk and diamonds.
'She couldn't understand why Peter
didn't take to her flowered dimities.
But he held her to a faded blue ging-!haand a creamy mull. "Those
things kill the copper lights
tin your hair," he complained.
"You'd think," little Julia confessed
tto Aunt Nancy, who had brought her
Un "Hint t Tin a portrait or a
gray-green-
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at her, over her
.eve you appre- ine, Julia," she
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spoke
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emphatl-r-J-

love him
!;- I feel as if I
r:?
m-marble that ho
jUttti uuvai lucu, ui
painting that he
had picked up for a song."
"Nonsense," Aunt Nancy was emon Julia'B wedbroidering love-knoding lingerie, "you don't know how
'lucky you are."
"Oh, that's what every one says
'but does no one ever think that Peter
Is lucky?"
"Peter is getting you." Aunt Nancy
laid aside her work, and put her arms
around the tense little figure. "Julia,
dear, yon mustn't let your pride make
you unjust to Peter."
"1 won't, oh, I won't," Julia sobbed
on her aunt's shoulder, "but every
girl ought to have a right to say what
she wants for a wedding dress and
yon should hear what Peter has
planned, Aunt Nancy."
Aunt Nancy drew a sigh of relief.
'
"Oh, If It's only the wedding gown,"
ahe said, "we can soon patch up your
Injured feelings."
"It lsnt such a simple matter.
'Peter wants me to wear white chiffon,
with no train, no trimming Just a
loose flowing robe like the girl in the
picture he gave me the other day a
iBurne-Jonebe calls it. And he
'wants me to carry daffodils, and wear
a golden circlet around my head, and
no veil."
Even optimistic Aunt Nancy was
.stunned by the vision of a Burne-- '
Jones bride. "I don't see why he
should object to white satin and a
veil," she murmured.
"Peter says he simply couldn't walk
np an aisle with a modern fashion
iplate."
Over the bowed head Aunt Nancy
murmured,
wildly, "Well, of all
I

"!
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Aunt Nancy in her youtn 'naa
to the pipings of Pan. "You
might do worse than that," she said,
softly. .
"Oh, but Aunt Nancy, don't you
see?" there was terror in little Julia's
voice; "I'm not like you. You and
uncle fitted into each other's lives.
You liked to tramp the fields with
him, and you liked the same books,
and the same quiet evenings by the
big fireplace; but Peter and I why,
Aunt Nancy, there isn't a thing that
I do that Peter doesn't laugh at."
There was the rub! And Aunt
Nancy knew that it was true. Peter,
arrogant Peter, rich and assertive,
was overlooking all the beautiful
budding womanhood in little Julia;
was making her a lay figure on
which to hank his theories.
"You Just take a stand, Julia," she
advised, "and don't let him think he
is the whole thing."
But taking a stand with Peter was
not an easy thing to do.
"I don't see why you object to my
ideas, Julia," he said that night, as
they stood together in the moonlight.
They were at the foot of the rose
garden, and Its fragrance was all
about them. "I don't see why you
should object to looking like a Greek
goddess rather than a French fashion plate. And as for refreshments,
I should think your soul would recoil
from the thoughts of salads and
sandwiches at such a moment."
was
head
Julia's
copper-hueagainst his shoulder, her adoring
eyes were raised to his. For, in spite
of his freakish point of view, Peter
was adorable.
"But everybody
in Twin Corners
will think we are crazy," she protested, feebly.
"Who cares for Twin Corners?"
Peter's eyes laughed into hers.
She wrenched
herself from him,
suddenly. "1 care!" she cried shrilly;
"oh, I might as well tell you, Peter,
I don't like the gowns you have
planned for me. I want a white satin
dress with a train and a veil; and I
don't want to be married on the edge
of a pond. I want to be married in
church; and I don't want to go into
the woods for my honeymoon."
He caught her hands and looked
down at her, holding her, masterfully.
"Where would you like to go?" he
demanded.
Julia hesitated. "I want to take a
"And
you'll
trip," breathlessly.
laugh, Peter. I want to go to Niagara
Falls and to Washington and to Mt.
Vernon and to all the other places
where brides go. I've never been
anywhere, and I've always thought
that I'd love to see those places for
the first time with the man I loved."
She was trembling when she finished. Presently she heard his voice.
"
"You poor little thing
She threw herself into his arms,
weeping, "Oh, I am afraid you are
disappointed in me, Peter."
"No." bis smile flashed down upon
her, "only I've begun at the wrong
end, dearest. I've traveled and studied for years. There was a time when
I liked the things you like, but I've
grown away from the old gods, and I
expected you to give them up at once.
But now you've set for me the sweet
est task In the world, little girl. You
d

shall travel the same road that I
have traveled, and step by step you
shall learn to come to me In mind
and spirit. You want me to love
white satin gowns and wedding suppers and trips to Niagara? Well, I'll
see them through your eyes for a
time, and then, my sweet. It will be
Italy and the Isles of Greece for us
and beauty unsurpassed. But whatever comes, I shall love you, little
Julia, you know that?"
"Oh, Peter, Peter."
"For marriage, after all, isn't a
thing of gowns and of ceremonies, of
jaunts and Journeys," his lips were
close to hers; "it is the pathway by
which two people reach the heights,
the lantern by which all the world is
it's the beginning of a
Illumined;
new heaven and of a new earth for
you and for me, dear heart."

Liked Humans, Not Janitors.
"Some cats seem to have a human
"And he doesn't want me to be streak in them," said a hotel manager.
married In church," Julia continued. "Now I have a black and gray cat that
"He wants me to be married In a has a very mean disposition. The fam.garden on the edge of the pond. He ily is away, and often working late at
isays that the Iris and the water lilies the hotel sometimes' two or three
will form a perfect Betting."
nights passed before I got home.
Roused at last to the seriousness of
"Our cat doesn't like to be petted,
the situation, Aunt Nancy ejaculated, but will crawl up into my lap and He
"Not be married in church?
Why, there. The Janitor looks after her
Julia Oeming, that's perfectly blas-- - while the family is away. But the aniphemous."
mal seems to crave human society.
Quick in her defense of her lover,
"When I went home last night It
Julia stated, "I don't think he means was my first visit to my apartment
ito be sacrilegious, Aunt Nancy, but in three days. I let myself In and the
;he worships beauty."
cat came up and greeted me. I sat
"But that Isn't the worst of It," she down In an eaBy chair and lighted my
continued, "he doesn't want a con- pipe and the cat jumped up into my
ventional
wedding breakfast. He's lap as usual. But she did not lie
going to give me a gold loving cup there. Instead she stood up, put a
for one of my presents, and he has paw on each of my shoulders and with
asked me to serve a pale golden her nose rubbed first on. one cheek
punch, and pass the cup from hand and then on the other, keeping it up
to hand."
until. I had to put her down. A little
"I never served anything to drink later I started to leave the room.
lln my life,'' Aunt Nancy said, with The cat Jumped for one of my feet, put
decision, "and I don't expect to begin her forepaws around my ankle and
at your wedding. Do you mean to pulled me back as If to detain me. So
say that he doesn't want any cake or I resumed my seat and she was apor chicken salad and parently satisfied."
sandwiches
jellied tongue, Julia?"
"He doesn't want anything but the
punch," was the response; "he thinks
lit spoils all the romance to eat right
after such a sacred ceremony."
Aunt Nancy had a vision of Twin
Corners deprived of Its wedding

things."

feast! "If Peter thinks," she
marked, frigidly, "that l am going to
lose my reputation for hospitality,
the Is mistaken, Julia. Yon can settle
'with him --as you like about your
gown, but I shall run the refreshment

i

I

re-

'end."
But Julia's tale was not yet told,
j" And and after we are married,"
she hesitated, "we are sfct going to go
on a trip. We are going to walk
down the road, and Into the woods,
and take a boat and float down the
stream to the island, and stay there
for our honeymoon."'
Aunt Nancy's
hands
"What!"
went up to her bewildered brow. "Is
Peter crazy, Julia?"
Emma You careless girl! What II
"No. He has engaged the Poster's you should drown, and not a man Is
bungalow, where they camp In sum- sight, ;
mer, and he's going to put In a man
Ella Yeu foolish girl! Do yot
and a maid to cook and look after think for a moment that
I woule
things, and he and I will commune think of drowning when there waul
eacb
with, native vid with
.other," ,
;

,

ON SQUAW

MOUNTAIN
By DOROTHY BLACKMORE

Hello!"
Jerome Henderson's strong clear
tones carried down the slope of the
The girl, clinging to the
mountain.
ledge not many feet below, looked up
and then bowed her head on the bard
slate as If utterly exhausted.
"I'll come down. Keep your nerve,"
"Hello!

called

to rind pome other "way out of tne !
predicament, but on each occasion
she was completely silenced by his
hand and look.
During the little supper which Henderson spread on the tiny rustic table
she told bim that she was Helena
Armstrong and many other interesting
things things that might have been
less entertaining to someone who was
not so completely charmed by her.
That her home was not farther than
fifty miles from Boston, where he
spent nine monthB of the year In college, he was more than happy to
learn.
When they had finished the little
meal they sat out on the rustic lookout and watched the young silver
moon slip into the sky. "I've never
seen anything so lovely In my life."
Helena whispered as ir she were afraid
to speak aloud. "It va so peaceful so
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beautiful!"
"It has never seemed so beautiful
before," the young man ventured;
"but I must be on my way. I'll take
my lantern. You won"t lie afraid for
there Is nothing In the world to barm
you up here. Just tteep watch until
you retire and if you see fresh smoke
in any direction other than the ones

out to you, telephone
to me. I've left the number inside."
He entered the cabin and came forth
presently with a lantern and his cap.
Helena trembled, but she tried not
to let him see it. The prospect of a
night alone on the top of a mountain
was overpoweringly dreadful, but It
could not be helped. She put out her
hand to him. "I I don't know what
to say," she faltered.
"Say nothing but that, you'll be glad
to see me In the morning," hre said,
gaily. "You'll find plenty to eat in
the cupboard and you'll sleep like a
log up here in this wonderful air.
Good night."
"Good night," Helena echoed In a
small voice as he left her standing
alone on the tiny porch in the light
of the silver moon.
"Good night,"
she called after him.
He waved his lantern and was gone.
Helena did not allow herself to
think of the loneliness of it all. She
hurried inside and, by the light of the
small lamp, read till she was sleepy.
Then she lay down on the camp bed
and slept like a baby. It was her first
night on a mountain top and whether
it was the air or 1ie height or the
wonderful peace of it all she never
knew, but something in that night bewitched her and in the morning she
knew that she had met her mate In
this young fire warden of Squaw
Mountain.
It was two years later that she
refrained.
"How did you come so far alone?" with Jerome Henderson, her husband
sat down in the same rustic cabin to
he asked when he had found a safe
eat their wedding supper and begin
seat for her.
"I was
and before I their honeymoon.
knew it I was lost What time is
it?" she asked.
RELICS OF GREAT ARMADA
"Nearly four o'clock and you can't
possibly return tonight you are ex- Most Interesting Being Brought Up
hausted," Henderson told her as gentFrom Waters of Tobermory
ly as he could. "It Is miles to the
Off Scotch Coast.
foot of the mountain."
The girl turned pale again. "But"
Some curious relics of the Spanish
she hesitated and looked about her. Armada are the results of the diving
"Who are you and way are you here?" operations carried on last October in
she asked as if only now she were be- Tobermory bay, where one of the
ginning to realize her situation and great Spanish warships, said to have
the strangeness of having found a hu been the. Admiral of Florence, was
man being near her.
wrecked In the autumn ot 1588, when
"I am Jerome Henderson, fire war- flying homeward after rounding the
den during my college vacation. In north of Scotland to escape the Englooking about for fresh fires I spied lish squadrons.
you down the slope here.. I could see
Cannon and old coins have from
no companion with you and I called time to time been
brought to the surout. That's all."
face, but the gold and sliver to the
"Do you live up tnere?" she asked, value of
thirty millions that tradition
looking far up at thw peak above her. includes In the lading of the galleon
"At least, I exist for two months
have so far escaped the searchers.
but it's good pay," he said, half laugh- However, a syndicate, entitled "The
ing, "and it's novel."
Pieces of Eight, Limited," has lately
The girl bathed her hot face and bought the rights over the wreck from
hands with the cool spring water and the Duke Argyll, and hopes, with the
even through the sunburn the man be aid of modern diving appliances, to re
side her could see her fresh beauty.
cover all the treasure of the Admiral
"Then I'll have to sleep here?" she of Florence.
The interesting relics among the
asked, her voice wavering as she
thought of the dark shadows that first fruits of the efforts of the syndiwould soon fall all about her.
cate include markets and a rapier, all
"No; as soon as you are rested, I heavily encrusted with stony deposits;
will help you up to my cabin and you sword hilts and guards, many sliver
may remain there. I'll go down for coins in various states of preservation,
the night and you'll be as safe as a and several pieces of pottery. The pochild in its mother's arms. But I'll ttery includes a Jug of "tiger" ware,
have to ask you to do duty for me. silver mounted, and the hall mark Is
The fires are bad just now, and I 1566, twelve years before the Armada.
have to report any fresh evidences I
Among the other relics are cannon
see."
balls of various sizes, pieces of tim"I I'll do what I can but you?" ber and iron, and a jar for cosmetics,
she asked, looking at him with wide which some are inclined to connect
with the legend that this pareyes.
"Oh, I'll make the descent all right. ticular galleon numbered a SpanI'm accustomed to it and I can take ish princess among Its passengers.
a message to your people," he as- There is a story that the Admiral of
sured her.
Florence bore among its treasures a
"Yes," she cried, "that has worried crown for use at the coronation of
me so.' I'm visiting friends at Moos-le- Philip of Spain after his conquest of
Camp. They have a 'phone."
England.
"So
"Good," exclaimed Henderson.
have I! Up there In my little cabin
Good Reasons.
I have a telephone so as to report
"Yet they say the widower, who has
the fires and as Boon as we reach the Just got married again, was all broken
top you shall call up your friends."
up when his first wife died."
As If tbe relief of mind refreshed
"Then if he was all broken up, that
her body, the girl rose to her feet and was a good reason why he should be
tied her hat more securely under her repaired."
chin. For one moment she looked
ruefully at the basket of berries scatDomestic Demand Satisfied.
tered down the siope. Then she
Bluebeard explained:
came
the
and
echo
to
back
laughed
"They always wanted more closet
them both. "All my day's work!" she room, and now they have it," be cried.
said.
Thus the forbidden chamber was ac"Never mind, you can get more on counted for. New York Sun.
your way down tomorrow," Henderson said. "Now, are you ready?"
Never Too Old.
"Quite. Oh, I cannot thank you
lived for-4I
have
years with"No,
me.
for
I
finding
don't" out
enough
and I don't believe
married,
being
enher.
"Save your
He interrupted
too old
ergy for the climb. I don't want any I'll risk It now. I'm afraid I'm
more thanks than your effort to make for any woman to reform or educate
along matrimonial lines."
the cabin safely," he said..
In silence they wound their way to "Oh. don't get such a foolish Idea as
the flat surface of Squaw mountain, that Into your bead. You just try it
where the lire warden's tiny cabin Why, your wife would have you jumping through a hoop Inside of 24 hours.''
nestled under the evergreens.
"How perfectly darling!" exclaimed
the girl when she beheld the miniaDeplorable.
ture house. "And you live here quite
"I'm afraid there isn't much future
alone?" she asked.
In store for my son," remarked Mr.
"Entirely. I cook, wash, clean boust
Manyplunks.
do everything myself," he told her,
"Isn't he ambitious?" asked Mr.
laughing. "Don't you smell the cof- Hazzerlot.
...
fee now?"
"Oh, yes, but his ambition seems
The girl sniffed. "I surely do and limited to the desire to smoke a more
you put it on before you came down!" expensive brand of cigarettes than
She looked at him In wonder. How any other young youth In town."
could a man be so thoughtful? "The telephone Is just Inside so It
Reliable.
you will call up your friends, I'll preof men and women
"The
number
and
then
down
start
the
pare supper
mountain. Assure them that you are who don't know what they are talkabsolutely safe and that I have come ing about Is Increasing In. the Cnlted
States."
down to 'the village," he added.
"Where do you get your Information
The girl would have remonstrated
but the knew It was useless. She fromr"
"From the census report." Life.
tried MTsrsi times to sneak io try
blue-berryi-

y

I have pointed

Diseases.

y

and Microscopical

Chemical

Ex-

aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Direction?
for collecting specimens given op
near Plaza.' application.

LOST Martin fur muff
Reward if returned to New Mexican.

State

Nat. Bank

touse.
FOR RENT
Napoleon's
south of Capitol, $23 a month. Apply
to this office
one and
Shropshire Rams, all A. No.
stock. C. E. Hartley.
FOR SALE

Snowfall Within Doors.
It is quite possible to have a fall of
snow within doors. Indeed the thing
has actually occurred, and the cause
was no other than that which produces a fall of snow In the open air
i. e., a
subjection of moist atmosphere
to a temperature cold enough to
the drops of moisture that were
formed.
The event, which is of authentic record, occurred in Stockholm, states a
writer in Harper's Weekly. On a very
cold, clear night an evening party was
in progress. Many persons were gathered In a single room, and It became
so warm that several women complained of feeling ill. An attempt was
made to raise a window, but the
sashes had been frozen in their places,
and it was impossible to move them.
In these circumstances there was but
one thing to do. It was necessary that
air should be admitted, so a pane of
glass was smashed.
Immediately a
cold current of air rushed In, and at
tbe same Instant flakes of snow were
Been to fall to the floor in all parts of
the room. The entrance of a frosty
current Into an atmosphere saturated
with moisture had produced a snowfall
Indoors.
crys-taliz-

A

D.

THE WA55ER.MAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

FURNISHED room, with light, heat
and bath for gent. This office.

i

e

Genito-lrinar-

FOR RENT Six room house, with
f;.rniture. D. S. Lowitzlii.

j

tbe young man, trumpet-wisthrough his hands.
Stepping hastily into the little cabin
which constituted for the time being,
his home on the top of Squaw Mountain, he laid aside the glasses with
which he had been scanning the landscape for forest fires, and slipped Into
his mountain boots. Then, with another shout of assurance to the girl
below, he began his descent.
He had been fire warden on Squaw
mountain for nearly three weeks and
this was the first person who had
come under his notice. The ascent of
the mountain from the shore of the
beautiful lake below was not hazardous, but It was tedious and it was
seldom that tourists made It during
the hot months of July and August.
And it was during these months, when
forest fires raged all about the Btate,
that a fire warden was stationed on
the summit of the peak.
Henderson called out occasionally
to the girl whom he was going to assist, but she did not answer. He de
cided that she must be well nigh exhausted after so long a climb on a
hot day.
As he passed a spring, the young
fellow filled his cap with water in
case he might need it when he reached
the girl.
At last he found himself on the
ledge beside her and even then he
could get no word from her. Her
head was bowed on her arms folded
across the rock and her basket of
berries had tumbled down the mountain side.
Lifting her hair, Henderson bathed
her brow with his dampened handkerchief. Presently the girl opened her
eyes and looked about.
"Oh," she said at last, half dazedly.
"You you found me!"
In a less serious moment the young
man would have accused her of asking a foolish question; as It was he

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

e

QUIET LITTLE SMOKE.

Dentist

Over Spitz's Jewelry
Rooms 1, 2 and
Phone Red C.

10(10

1

Store.
3.

Hours Sa. m. to
And by Appointment.

5 p. m.

Office

Number one cattle ranch
northern New Mexico. Must control large range, plenty water, hay
etc. Box 293, Sterling, Colorado.
WANTED

in

Fraternal Societies

WANTED Large tract of cheap
land in northern New Mexico. Good
grass land, some timber, some smoothe
land, plenty of water. Bottom price.
Box 293, Sterling, Colorado.

MASONIC.
Montezuma

A

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
platens furnished. Ribbons and sti
plies. Typewriters sold, exebanget
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrites gum
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ei
change. Phone 231.

Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

communl
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a
7.30.

H. H. DORMAN,
Master
CHAS. E. IJNNEY. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

1. R. A. M.

opiates.

No.

Regular

convocation
second
Monday of each moBth
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,

For coughing, dryness and tickling
in the throat, hoarseness and all
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
no
and Tar Compound.
Contains

H. P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAK. Secretary.

For sale by all druggists.

Santa Fe Commander
PROFESSIONAL

No.

CARDS

T.

Regular

p. m.

iy

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

PAUL A. F. WALTER

....

1, K.

conclave fourth Monday In each month at
Masonic Hal) at 7:3

A

out cf his son's pocket without noticing that the young man carried revolver cartridges loose In the same
pocket Tbe old man bad just fired

M

N

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

fanner living in Wisconsin
scraped together a pipeful of tobacco

Bid., Albuquerque

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe ixdge et
Peifection No. 1, 14th
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
degree. Ancient and AcAttorneys-nt-Lacepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets on
Practice in tie Dlstrl t Court at
ell as before the Supreme Court oi the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
the territory.
side of Plata.
New Mexico. Masonic Hall, south
Las duces.
Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are corC. W. Q. WARD
dially invited to attend.
up and settled down for a comfortable
S. G. CART WRIGHT. 32.
Territorial District Attorn y
smoke when a cartridge which he
Venerable Master.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
bad placed in the pipe along with the
New Mexico. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Vegas,
(as
tobacco, exploded, clipping off a porSecretary.
tion of Ills left ear, passing within an
E. C. ABBOTT
Inch of his graddaughter's bead, and
Attorney-at-Laa p. o. e.
finally burying Itself in the piano.
Practice in the District and (SSanta Fe Lodge No.
upreme Courts.
.Prompt and careful
460, B. P. O. E. holds
New Zealand's 8utphur Island.
attention given 10 all business.
Its regular' session on
One of the most extraordinary
New Mexico
the second and fourth
islands In the world lies In the Bay Santa Fe.
of each
Wednesday
Dt Plenty, New Zealand.
It Is called
Q. W. PRICHARD
month. Visiting broth
White Island, and consists mainly of
ere are lnviteu and
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
sulphur mixed with gypsum and a few
welcome.
Practice in all the District Court"
other minerals. Over the Island, which
to cases
nd gives special utteiiti-jCARL A. BISHOP.
is about three miles in circumference,
Exalted Ruler.
and rises between eight and nine hun- before tbe Territorial Supreme Court J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
dred feet above the sea, there contin- Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa. N. M
Suita Fe,

New Mextce

ually floats an immense cloud of vapor
HARRY D. MOULTON
attaining an elevation of 10,000 feet
In the center is a boiling lake of acid
charged water, covering 50 acres, and
Attorney-at-Lasurrounded with blow holes from
which steam and sulphurous
fumes
are emitted with great foroe and
noise. With care a boat can be naviSanta Fe, N. M.
gated on the lake. The sulphur from
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
White Island is very pure, but little Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
effort has yet been made to procure it
systematically.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLEY.
The Largest Flower.
Attorneys at Law.
The largest of all the flowers of tbe
Practice in the courts and before
world Is said to be the Rafflesla, a Land Department
native of Sumatra, so called after
Land grants and titles examined.
Sir Stamford Raffles. This Immense Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,
flower Is composed of five round petN. M.
als of a brickish color, each measuring
a foot across. These are covered with
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
numerous irregular yellowish white
Attorneys-at-Laswellings. The petals surround a cup
Practice In all the Courts and Be
which bears the stamens. The cup of fore the Interior
Department.
the Rafflesia is filled with a fleshy
New Mexico.
Taos,
disk the upper surface of which Is
covered with projections like miniature
H. L. ORTIZ,
cows' horns.
The cup, when free
Attorney and CounseUor-at-Lafrom its contents, will hold about 12
before all the courts
pints. The flower weighs about 15 thePracticing
Territory.
pounds and is very thick, the petals
New Mexico
Santa Fe
s
of an inch.
being

Independent Order ot Beavtrs.
8anUi Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. H holdr
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.

President

C. J. NTHS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
ef
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thur
days, Fireman'g
Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. DaiBy

Farmer.

s

Santa Fe Came

,-

three-quarter-

M. W. A.
iiieets second Tuesday each month, se
cial meeting tUrs.
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vlsting neigh.

13514,

PROBERT & COMPANY

LOST THE COOK.

Investments
Latds, Mines, Bonds & Stock .
Money Loaned Tor Investors
siderable difficulty arousing his son
We have for sale general stocks ot
every morning carefully stole up the
Retail Lumber Yard bors welcome.
stairs of the darkened room one Merchandise,
I
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul
and other BusinebS Opportunities
CCHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
throughout Taci county.
Bank References Furnished
Santa Fe Camp No.
New Mexico
Taos,
A

farmer who had been having

con-

6673, R. N. A. meets

DR.
morning and administered a good
Bound spanking.
Returning to the
kitchen he Informed his wife of the
circumstance.
"Well, that settles It,"
she Bald. "We'll have to get another
hired girl. Willie didn't come borne
last night and I had the girl occupy
bis room."

Turkey Raising.
A Virginia woman raises from 100
to 200 turkeys every year and the
whole bunch roost In a great oak
tree. To enable the youngsters to
reach the branches she built an Incline stairway consisting of a
plank with cross pieces. This woman
declares that until the poults begat
to roost In the trees she confined
them In houses and lost many birdt
varv neason.

fourth Tuesday of
each
month; socle
meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

J. M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone. 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.

1

RESIDENCE,

Hall.

Visitlnt

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,
FLORENCE RISING.

Oracle,

Recorder.

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA

M

HOTELS

Santa Fe, New Mexico.CNow Under the Same Management.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room's
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

Large Sample Rooms.
The Penalty.
"There seems to be a penalty provided for everything but stealing a
man's daughter."
"There's a penalty for that, too."
'I'd like to know what It Is."
"Hard labor for life."

feTHOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant

Might Be Feasible.
"Don't you get tired of twisting and
&
revamping the old Jokes?"
ForoUbed rooms is collection.
"I do. Indeed." admitted the press
humorist "Sometimes I suspect It
:
would be toss trouble to think up 222 Saa Francisco Street
some new Jokes."!
,

Short Orders run Day

Night.
Hot

Regular Meals 25c.

4 Cold Baths.

x

Electric Lights

0. Ll'?E EEltEtA,

tap

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.
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Andrews "Cash" no.
BAKERY

GROCERY

4

guaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.
The
--

BAKERY

BesLlh!!

GOODS

-T-

HE

Money Wi"
BEST

By

OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

M EATS

WE RECOMMEND TO

Phone No.

i.

DAILY

HOUID OP.

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7
The weather lor Xew Mexico
X in north pomion Wednesday
S fair.

MARKET

&

" EMPRESS FLOUR "

M EATS

THE

The Krements one piece collar
23c at Goebels.
Funeral Will Be at 10:30 o'Clock
,The funeral of Mrs. Thomas Gable
will be at 10:30 o'clock tomorrow
i forenoon.
j
Apples Order your winter apples
r.ow, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 33126.
The
Furniture , company have a very interesting; advertisement today.
It will assist you
to put the finishing touches to your
home.
Elks Attention
All Elks are requested to meet at the lodge room at
9:45 a. m. Wednesday, to attend fun
Akers-Wagn-

YOU THE

GMEN

mm

M.

eral of Mrs. Claribel Gable, which will funeral of Mrs. Claribel Gable, who
be held at the Gable residence.
had been a charter member and a
Ladies change your mind about that president of the board.
ready to wear suit, and get a MADE
Finest Calendar Yet The most
TO MEASURE ONE, now of us. It striking calendar that has thus far
will cost no more. W. H. Goebel Co. put in its
appearance in Santa Fe Is
Found Wife Dead by His Side
that of William D. Arrighi, proprietor
When Charles Gray awoke yesterday of the Parlor Meat Market.
It conmorning at Albuq ierciue, he found his sists of a neat thermometer handsomewife dad by his side.
ly mounted on wood, above a beautiFreight Train Went Into Ditch The ful scene in colors beneath which is
Denver & Rio Grande freight train the calendar pad.
from Antonito due last evening, vas
A Beautiful
Election
Dav Today
derailed seventy miles north of Santa was mild and
sunshiny and while the
No one was hurt but it took un- roads were still a little
Fe.
heavy from
til today to clear the track.
recent rains, it was an ideal day on
National Guard Association In a which to get out a heavy vote. The inpicture of the National Guard Asso- dications for tomorrow are fair and
ciation convention recently held at warmer. The maximum temperature
Buffalo, N. Y., Adjutant General A. S. yesterday was 49 degrees and the minBiookes of Santa Fe towers in the imum last night 29 degrees.
front rank. The picture is published
Nathan Salmon puts it up square to
in the. National Guard Magazine for the people of Santa Fe in his adverNovember.
tisement of today. There is truth in
Woman's Board of Trade Members, his statements and every loyal citizen
Attention
The members of the Wom- should spend his money with the
an's Board of Trade are requested to home merchant. Read his advertisemeet at the Public Library tomorrow ment or better yet, visit the stow and
forenoon at ten o'clock to attend the examine the stock. Then if you cannot buy as advantageously, you have
an excuse for buying out of town. .
ELECTION RETURNS AT
ELKS THEATRE TONIGHT

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

The kindcf a watch that will give ycu, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

The Two Orphans Is a Moving
ture Treat That Every One
Should See.

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

THE FINEST PRACTICAL PCCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

::::

Phone. Black 204.

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of dfstinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

415

Palace Avenue.

" It's the Watch for You.'

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

nt

f2ai' iflf

5

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer iu New and

Second-Han-

d

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest Cash Price Paid for
New and

Second-Han-

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

is interested and should know

3

r"

1

Santa Fe

SANTA FE, N. M.

-

.

"

gPBBjgqgjjiijyj

MLAy3
Hardware
Supply
&

Cash or Easy Payments.
""

i

"

Pic-

"The Two Orphans," as produced
by the Selig Polyscope Company of
Chicago under the personal direction
of Kate Claxton the author of the
famous novel, proved to be a treat
such as is rarely given to Santa Fe
Manager Stanton of the Elks theater
is to be congratulated upon securing
this masterpiece.
Words can bareof the
ly describe the magnificence
costuming and settings used in this
film.
The staging Is simply marvelous; nothing short of marvelous.
Last night's audience placed a
stamp of approval on the pictures
that will undoubtedly resound from
one end of Santa Fe to the other and
fill the cosy little playhouse to the
doors tonight.
The acting of Selfg's
players is by far the best they have
ever done, and when the high standard of their woik, day in and day
out is considered, the motion picture
lever knows what he is getting for
his money.
Superb is putting it
The spirit of Kate Claxton
mildly.
H clearly shown throughout the three
reels.
As an added attraction for tonight
Manager Staton will have election re
turns read as quickly as they come
The usual price prevails.
in.

Goods

Goods Sold on Easy
Payments.

d
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about the wonderful
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Hu-Pe- h

rs. MARKET

CHEROKEE CHILDREN SHARE
IN IMMENSE FORTUNE.
Ruling Important to Indians Handed
Down by U. S. District Court
of Appeals.
(By Special Teased Wire to New Mwtlcan)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 7. The
United District Court of Appeals has
affirmed the right of 6,600 Cherokee

lent,

it

iiuamnuy.

Co.,
1

'

A'kvonrdrnffcriMiforit.
If he cannot sup my the
accept no
MARVEL,
other. lm aena starrm for
Illustrated hook Healed. Tt srliM
full narfimilnrs and dirnoilona In
valuable to ladtes. M UfVKL CO.
K- 44 Kut 8d Street. K W 1'

cleanse

IK

MARKET

92...Phone ..92

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

i

75c, $1.00 and $1.50 Per Dozen.

kMARVELWhiriingSpray

"

"

Indian children, born since 1902, to a
INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHI.
CAL UNION AMENDS LAWS. share- in an undistributed allotmen of
$5,500,000 by the government to the
It Will Pay Larger Funeral Benefits Cherokee nation.
Abolition of Piece
in Future
Work Planned.
The six amendments proposed ' to
the laws of the International TypoWOOL MARKcT.
graphical Union have carried by maLouis, Mo. Nov. 7 Wool unchng-ed- ;
St
from
to
that
24,964.
5,226
range
jorities
territory and western mediums
These propositions are:
fine mediums 1618; fine 11
1720;
First Proposition To provide that
15c.
at
in the laws of the International Union
Livestock
shall be
the beneficial statutes
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 7 Cattle,
grouped.
1 500 southSecond Proposition To more clear- receipts 15,000 including
Native
market
steer3
erns;
steady.
ly define the duties of representa5.509.00; southern steers 3.S0'552a;
tives.
southern cows and heifers 2.754.50;
Third Proposition To increase the native cows and
heifers, 2.757.00.
salary of the mailer (or third)
stockers
and
feeders
3.605.8o; bulls
from $100 to $200 per an- 3.105.00. calves
4.007.25; western
num.
steers 4.507.75; western cows 2.75
Fourth Proposition To increase 5.00; hogs,
receipts 15,000; market
necthe number of endorsing unions
to 5c lower.
Bulk of sales
steady
essary to the submission of an amend- 5 7o6.30; heavy 6.15635; packers
ment from 50 to 100 and fix the time and butchers, 6.006.30; lights 5.75
for obtainins endorsements at three
6.25; pigs 4.255.00; sheep, receipts
months.
15,000; market steady. Muttons 3.25
Fifth Proposition To establish a
3.85; lambs 4.406.15; range wethgraduated burial benefit and collect ers and yearlings, 3.254.75; range
an- assessment of one-haof one per ewes, 2.00 4.00.
cent for its maintenance.
Chicago, 111. Nov. 7. Cattle receipts
Sixth Proposition To
gradually 7 000.
Market steady. Beeves 4.75
bring about the abolition of the piece
9.10; Texas steers 4.105.90; westscale system on machines.
ern steers 4.357.25; stockers and
feeders 3.255.75; cows and heifers
MANKIN VICEROY
8.50;
hogs,
2.006.00; calves 5.50
KILLS HIMSELF. receipts 29,000; market slow, 5c lower.
Light 5.606.35; mixed 5.80
(Continued frrom rage One.)
6.50; heavy 5.006.45; rough 5.80
6.05; good to choice heavy 6.056.45;
since been a matter of some concern pigs, 4.00X5.40; bulk of sales 6.05
6.40.
to the Manchus. He is a native of
Sheep, receipts 35,000. Market
Native 2.503.90; native 2.50
province and in April, 1910, was slow.
3.90; western 2.755.00; yearlings
made deputy lieutenant general of the
3 704.50.
4 00
Lambs), native
Bordered Red Mongrel Banner.
6.10; western 4.006.10.
Wu Tung Fang for Republic.
Shanghai, Nov. 7 Dr. Wu Ting
Fang, who has been the chosen director of foreign affairs in the reform
92.. ..Phone.. ..92
government established by the Revo,
lutionists in the province of Kiang-Sutoday gave a statement to the Associated Press in which he announced his adherence to the movement designed to establish a Republican form
of government in China.

ROSES AND CARNATIONS.
All of the very

-:-

Clarendon Garden,

APPLES AND PEARS

-

best varieties.
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Phnne Black 12.

'

-

Patentee Home Merchants and cttt oat pat ?onUmg the
Eastern Merchants. Thev will do nothing

fo voti.

is full up to its capacity. We have just received a large
Department
OUR
of LADIES' NOBBY DRESSES, which we will sell you cheaper than you can
buy them East. They range from
Ready-mad-

e

$X5 U

which you cannot buy elsewhere for less than a third more. We have a large stock of

Ladies' and Misses' Coats from $8.50 to $50
a piece. We have over 500 Ladies' Waists, which we are selling at a sacrifice price. We
carry a large and complete
stock, at very reasonable prices, and we are entitled
to your patronage.
up-to-d- ate

REMEMBER,

that our Women's and Men's

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Ready-to-Wea-

Y

r

Departments are by far the LARGEST

IN THE CITY

HATHAM SALMOH

